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a society to react quickly to chan(jin•J cunuiLi.o11:;. \k l1.tv,· :. 1 ilil 

such a web of red tape 1 mu.ndu. tory procedures and op;_iortuni tic::; fo.c 

delay 1 that we are now beginning to find it ncccs~ary to create~ 

still more mechanisms to circumvent the problems caused by pre:viou~ 

mechanisms. 

S-1407 can be considered such a "counter-mechanism". 

Its intent is laudible because New Jersey's energy supply situatio~ 

these past few years makes it clear that the complex, costly and 

time-consuming process for siting major energy facilities necCs ·co 

be streamlined. We live in a. world rife with international teD-

sions -- conflicts over ideological goals. This nation has found 

it can be subject to abrupt economic sanctions. New Jersey anC:. 

the nation today are far from achieving energy self sufficiency. 

We are vulnerable. Moreover, we haven't the luxury of limitless 

time to arrive at basic decisions. (It must be borne in mind that 

major energy facilities also entail long years of lead time after 

the permit decisions are made before people begin to enjoy the 

benefits of their output). 

We wish it were possible to support S-1407 because this 

measure recognizes the problem-- the need for a "counter mechanism". 

But as the bill presently stands we are unable to do so. 

For one thing, we do not see how it can live up to its 

promise of "one-stop" energy facility siting when, in one place 

(Paragraph 30 1 page 16) it says that its procedures shall by-pass 
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those of every other state, county and municipal agency yet, in 

another (Paragraph 35 on page 18), it calls for adherence to all 

provisions of the "Coastal Area Facility Review" act; the Wetlands 

act and the Flood Plain law. If this latter paragraph holds, the 

only level in the permit-granting process S-1407 would serve to 

supercede is the municipal level. Federal and interstate agency 

requirements, of course, must still be complied with in full. It 

appears hardly worth the effort to set up another bureaucracy at 

the state level for such a seemingly limited achievement -- parti

cularly in view of the fact that, in 1975, the legislature passed 

a complete revision of the Municipal Land Use Law (Chapt. 291, 

P.L. 1975). That measure modernized all municipal land use control 

functions -- including site plan approvals and appeals. 

We also note that the definitions of S-1407 are quite 

vague. It appears to us, for instance, that a retail gasoline ser-

vice station would, under the bill's definition, be considered an 

"energy facility" and thus subject to the act. These definitions 

need considerable clarification and refinement. And we feel it 

should not be left to the agency to define thresholds of facility 

size, etc., for coverage by the act. 

We also feel that more attention must be given to the 

structure of the State Energy Facility Agency itself. There are no 

qualifications set forth for the six gubernatorial appointees to 

the commission. And administrative staff people, without reference 

to their qualifications, are permitted to attend and participate 

in agency meetings in lieu of the state officials named in the bill. 
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Given the complex and technical nature of the deliberation~ expected 

of this proposed agency, the bill would leave vital matters in the 

hands of persons having no specified qualifications. We think it 

is unsound to require the energy-providing industries to prepare 

and submit costly and detailed immediate and long range plans for 

decisions by an agency comprised of persons who may have no back

ground for such responsibilities. 

We hope, however, that the mere existence of this bill 

which underscores the need for such a "red tape cutting" agency 

will generate more awareness among legislators of the problems 

being created by the present degree of dependency upon the device 

of administrative rules and regulations. 

Creating bureaus and agencies to counter the efforts of 

other bureaus and agencies is, from the taxpayers' standpoint, 

counter-productive and wasteful of the taxpayers' resources. 

We turn now to the two other bills which are the subject 

of this hearing-- S-1494 and S-1721 (which is a companion to S-1407). 

Both of these bills would restrict or curtail the use of 

nuclear-fueled energy at a time when no other significant, environ

mentally acceptable and readily available fuel appears in sight. 

If the people of New Jersey are to avoid suffering more 

hardship and privation; if we are to avoid experiencing further job 

los.ses and an erosion of our economy -- with resultant costs to 

government and taxpayers, some fundamentals of our present energy 

situation will have to be given broader recognition. 
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For the near-term future at least, only two basic energy 

sources other than nuclear are available for the generation of 

electric power in New Jersey -- fuel oil and coal. Natural gas is 

being phased out nationally for power generation because it is too 

valuable for other purposes -- and because it is in short supply. 

The technologies for the so-called "exotic" energy sources -- solar, 

tidal, wind, geo-thermal, etc. -- are widely recognized as being 

generations away from anything but small, supplemental applications. 

Since the Arab petroleum embargo, fuel oil has been sub-

juect to uncertainties of supply continuity. They make our de-

pendence upon oil undersirable and potentially risky although it 

is currently New Jersey's primary fuel for the generation of 

electricity. 

Coal has been deemed environmentally unacceptable -- at 

least with presently-available technology. But more importantly, 

its use has been largely phased out by New Jersey utilities and 

its large scale re-utilization -- in the near-term at least -- is 

highly doubtful. The coal mining industry itself has been exten-

sively curtailed as the result of environmental requirements both 

in air pollution and, in some areas, in surface mining. Moreover, 

the supporting transportation industry to move coal to markets 

the coal region railroads, coal handling equipment, terminals, 

etc. --have been drastically reduced as the.use of coal declined 

in recent years. To recreate such facilities now would entail 

vast amounts of capital -- and years of lead time. Such a prospect 

presently appears unlikely even though coal is our nation's most 
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plentiful energy resource and there is rcncwe~ public inte~cst in 

its usc. It is generally conceded that, to lick the twin problems 

of coal's distributional logistics and its impact upon air quality, 

a whole new technology will be needed. Nothing· of this :.::;ort is 

ready for the task as yet and the near-term outlook docs not appear 

particularly promising. 

That leaves us nuclear power -- a source which we already 

depend upon for some 24% of New Jcr:.::;cy's electrical energy needs. 

We understand that New Jersey's utilities have for some years based 

their plans for meeting our future energy needs largely upon the 

increasing use of nuclear fuel. The plants which now serve us are 

a part of that planning process which spans many years on a step

by-step basis from preliminary planning and licensing to actual 

construction and operation. Many years of lead time are required 

within this integrated process for the development of each plant. 

Interruption of this process should prove costly and lead to highly 

upsetting social and economic consequences. 

In view of the fact that there does not appear to be any 

alternate source of fuel that is (a) dependable as to supply con

tinuity, (b) environmentally acceptable and (c) logistically fea

sible to utilize, the proposals contained in S-1494 and S-1721 -

which would delay, if not halt for all time, the use of nuclear 

energy -- seem quite unwise. We foresee such a development leading 

to frequent outages of power with enormously disruptive effects 

upon society -- even upon human health. 

Because blackouts have been experienced only rarely and 
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briefly in New Jersey to day, we offer as an addendum to this state

ment an excerpt reproduced (with permission) from a publication en-

titled "Outlook for Energy in the United States to 1985" issued in 

19~ by the Energy Economics Division of The Chase Manhattan Bank, . 

New York City. 

We commend to your attention this quoted excerpt from 

the forward of that publication. 

In the light of New Jersey's upsetting energy shortage 

experiences of 1973-74 and 1976-77; in the light of our current 

seriously high level of dependency upon imported petroleum and the 

world's unstable and unpredictable political condition, and in 

the light of our nation's inability to return very quickly to use 

of our predominent energy resource -- coal, can New Jersey afford 

to place such restrictions and curtailments upon the use of nuclear 

energy upon which we already depend for nearly one-fourth of our 

electric power needs? 

## ## 

77/37 
April 1, 1977 

ADDENDUM: "An}·one who doubts the importance of energy 

should try to imagine what conditions would be 

like without it. With no energy, the nation's 

economy would come to a standstill. There 

would be no production of raw materials, no 

industrial activity, no manufacturing, and no 
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conu11erci.:tl enterprise. If none of the primary 

sources of energy were available, it would be 

impossible to generate electricity. And the 

countless needs for electricity everywhere 

could not be accommodated. 

"Because there would be virtually no agri

cultural activity without eriergy, very little 

food could be produced. And the food could 

not be cooked even if it were available. Lack

ing energy, homes and all other buildings 

could not be heated -- or cooled. 

"Except for walking, there would be virtually 

no means of transportation without energy 

not even bicycles could be manufactured. Pri

vate automobiles, aircraft, trains, trucks, 

buses, ships, and rapid transit systems would 

all be halted. Neither people nor freight would 

be able to move. 

"Most of the activities of government could 

not be carried out if there were no energy. 

Schools, churches, hospitals, doctors, and 

dentists could not function effectively. And 

most communication \·Tould cease. Radio and 

television sets could not be operated and pro

grams could not be transmitted. Newspapers, 
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m,·ll.J.l :~ i ';• ·:;, .till I l>ooks could not be printed 

there would be no paper, no ink, no power 

to operate the presses, and no means of de-

livery. Mail service would be almost non-

existent. 

"Without energy, the nation would be 

virtually defenseless. The vast defense 

system that has been created at enormous 

cost would be rendered largely ineffective 

if its operations were limited by a lack 

of fuel or if necessary support activities 

were halted for the same reason. • • . 

"Although a total lack of energy is not 

a realistic prospect for the United States, 

there is an actual and growing potential for 

an inadequate supply. And a lasting short-

age or even a temporarily interrupted supply 

can have a devastating impact upon the nation's 

economy, its standard of living, and its 

defense posture." 

("OutZook for Energy in the United States to 1985" -- Chase Manhattan Ba:nk, 
New York, June Z972). 

## ## 
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New Jersey Conservation Foundation 
300 Mendhar"'1 Road 

Morristown, Nqw Jersey 07960 

(201-539-7540) 

Statement Delivered Before the Senate Committee on Energy and Environment on S-1494, 
S-1721, S-1407 at Atlantic City 1 Atlantic County 

Mr. Chairman: 

I am Darryl F. Caputo, assistant director of the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, 
a private non-profit foundation concerned with open space acquisition and preserving en
vironmental quality throughout the state. 

Public policy decisions on energy matters, including nuclear facilities, are among 
the most important decisions facing New Jersey today. Legislative action is needed if 
the state is to cope rationally with and plan for the energy needs of the future. However, 
such action must reflect that which is most dt:)ird.Jie for the stote's environment and the 
health of its cifi=-ens. The two are in:setJOro.ble, and the state's evolving enorgy policy as 
reflected in S-1407, S-1721 and S-!494 must echo this reality. 

Although we support the concept of a stcte energy facility agency to plan and 
regulate the location of energy and related facilities, we oppose S-1407, and the "State 
Energy Facility Agency Act 1 " as presently drafted. We also oppose S-1721. However, 
we support S-llj.9·1, the 11 Nuclear Reassessment Act. 11 We feel that the three bills could be 
rev.orked and combined to produce an energy package which is in the best interests of the 
state's environment and citizens. Our critiq~ and recommendations on the bills follow. 

S-1407 - Stat: Energy _Facility Agency .Act 

inis bill establi·;ne::; a State Energy Facility Agency (SEFA) and gives it virtually 
absoluh power to regulatl) all energy and allied facilities and industry in the stare. It 
allows the agency to override !ocal decisions on energy facilities; to override present 
state environmental standards on~ regulations; to acquire riparian lands, public parks and 
open spaces for industrial sites, and to supersede all other state decisions regarding energy 
facill'ty and industrial siting in the state. 

In essence, this agency would be the first, lost and sole decision-maker on almost 
every type of industrial facility in the state, a situation not in the best inter-:!s~s of the 
state!· env ironrr.ent or its citizens. Few if cny environ!T'C'!r.ta I protectio" assurr nces ore 
built into the bill. The enactment of this bill c~uld signa: an unintorruptad ·:-aen light for 
indusrry in the sto~e at the risk of obliterating the progress whi.:~1 has been made at great 
cost over the past two de'-cdes toward cleaning up our :-nvironment. Specifically we cppase 
the following: 

r. SEFA's authority to have conclusive iurisdiction or. all questicns of c.. I '·'lt~r, 
radiation and other state environmentai stand~rds. We feei that the ~gency will not 
have the expertise necessary to :-:·.ake informed decisions on environr-en~al standards. The 
present state standards hove evolved over a long period of time and 1n response to a public 
demand for a cleanar envi~.)nment. Improperly used, SEFA's authority could -.,valve these 
standards. Such action would have c devastating effect on the stote~s environment. 



The concept of one-stop shopping for environmental permit~ is desirable. However, 
the agency should function as a clearinghouse fer state permits instead of having sole 
authority to make permit decisions. Under a clearinghouse procedure, the agency would 
receive a single p3rmit application, distribute it to the various agencies for review, 
coordinate the reviews, collect all approvals and issue a single permit to the applicant. 

2. SEFA 1s authority to override local decisions. We feel that the agency should review 
only facilities which hove been approved at the local level, with the exception of 
facilities which ore of statewide significance. Regulations defining 11statewide significance" 
should be formulated and placed before the public at hearings. Approval from a majority 
of the legislature should be required before the agency could approve a facility of state
wide significance over o local disapproval. 

3. Inclusion of energy-related industries in the bill. As defined, energy-related industries 
would include almost the whole spectrum of industrial development. The provisions of 
the bill should be restricted to dealing with energy and energy-related facilities. 

4. The composition of the agency. Six members of the agency are to be opfX>inted by the 
governor. No mention is given as to the segment of the population they should represent; 
thus, it is conceivable that all oro majority of the six could be from the industrial sector. 
Such a composition would definitely bias the agency toward industry. We recommend that 
none of the six members be associated with or have a financial interest in any energy 
facility or industry subject to regulation under the bill. In addition, we recommend that 
pub I ic interest groups be represented in the agency. 

5. The agency's authority to acquire public parks and open spaces and designate riparian 
lands for energy facility sites. Puolic open spaces are acquired with public money for open 
space purposes. Existing release nechanisms ore available. To utilize public open 
spaces for energy facility sites wit11out going through existing mechanisms would be con
trary to the law and the public interest. The use of r ipadan lands for energy facility sites, 
circumventing the stat~ Natural Resource Council, would violate the public trust doctrine. 

6. Environmental impact statements prepared JlJrsuont to Section 27. The Impact statements 
should be prepared prior to the required public hearings rather than afterwards. 

In addition to the above, we offer the following recommendations: 

I. Creation of on environmental trust fund, similar to that included in Maryland's Power 
Plant Siting Act. The fund could be created by placing an environmental surcharge per 
unit of energy generated within the state, to be paid by the company generating the 
energy. The surcharge could be placed on electricity, synthetic fuels and refined netrof
eum products. Revenues could be used for conducting baseline ecological studies, pre
paring environmental impact statements on specific sites and facilities and for resE:arch 
and development of alternative technologies such as solar energy and cogeneration. 

h1 addition, the fund could be used to provide law or zero-interest loons for home 
insulation or solar heating systems. Also, a portion of the fund should be mode available 
to provide assistance to individuals or organizations desiring to provide Input at the 
public hearings dealing with energy sites and facilities. 
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2. Establishment of a windfall tax to be applied on the sale of property designated by the 
agency as a suitable energy facility site. In n"'st case•, the designation of on area as a 
suitable site by the agen.-;y will result in tr\L.~·easad vqlue of the property and a windfall 
profit for its owner. If tl'le state makes the decision Voi"'ich leads to the·~indfo II profit, 
the state should be entitl<9d to a portio:-. ,:)f that profit~ The ravenues'·generoted should 
be placed in a fund to be used to compensate municipalities adiaeent .. to the site for 
secondary impacts resulting frorn construction of the energy facilities. 

3 .. Combine the functions of the Stat" Energy Office and the State Energy Facility Agency. 
One agency should be responsible for all planning and regulatory activities associated 
with energy and energy focilititts. 

-4. Designate a third party responsibl'! for p-eparing the environmental impact statements 
required pursuant to Section 27, possibly the Ot-plttment of Environmental Protection. 
If the agency prepares the impact statements, it may be in the position of having to 
defend the results. 

5. Change in the gross receipts tax. Presently, the municipality in which an energy 
facility is sited receives the tax benefits ev.-cn though the adverse impacts of that facility 
may :ptll over into adiacent communities. A change in the gross receipts tax should be 
made to give adiacent commun7ties affected by the facility some of the tax benefits. 

The Foundction feels tnat the bill as draf~ed is more nearly an eeor.omic develop
ment act than an energy facilities siting act. Substantial changes, as outlined above, 
would be necessary before we can support it. 

S-1494 - Nu-:lear Reassessment Act 

We support this bill. It is ii'T'perative that the questions of nuclear waste disposal, 
effectiveness of safety S}'Stems, full liabi:ity for accidents and desirability of nuclear 
energy generation from heolth, ~nvironmentol and economic aspects b3 fully investigated 
and satisfactorily answered prior to construction of any future nedeor facilities. 

The bill establishes a stud:~· commission and on advisory group for the purpose of 
making the above determinations. We recommend that adequate funds be made available 
to the study c.o~rnis:;ion so that it can hire or retain on a fulltime or cor.c;ulting basis 
nationaily rec"'9nized e>:perts as members of the advisory gr~up. The to:.l.. of this group is 
as diffic•;lt as it is impor1·o:1t, and the study commission should have the; benefit of advice 
from th3 L.3st cxp"'!rts availcbla. 

In addition to the above que·· ions, the study commission shoulc. also investigcte 
the need f-.r effectiveness and ccor.omic feosibilitv of undergrounding and berm contain
ment of nuclear reactors; the existence of a technology for construction and operati,~ of 
nuclear fuel-rod reprocess:ng plants, and the desirability of reprocessing nuclear wastes 
as required under S-17}1. 

Finally, we recommend that the sh:dies be submitted to the legislature for a;>proval 
by' .najority of both !1ouses r.dor to lifting the m~ratcriu:n on construction of nuclear power 
plant:.. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony. 
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Please address reply to: 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 

Testimony in Support of Nuclear Power 
at the 

Nuclear Legislative Hearings 
April 5, 1977 in Atlantic City, New Jersey 

The position of our organization is very definitely for Nuclear 
Power. 

We hereby submit the attached testimony in support of nuclear 
power to be read into the record at the public hearing of the Senate 
Energy and Environmental Committee on Senate Lills 11S-1494, the 
Nuclear Reassessment Act 11 and "S-1721 11 on April ) , l9Tf. 

We appreciate the opportunity to make this supporting statement 
before you. 

be 

-I L-
Power and Life 

.) l_./· 1;- lLI ; , 
U11AU. /{ · .LU (L ._ ':::..,:/(" L 

Anne M. Giedlinski 
Chairperson, North Jersey Chapter 
Power Engineering Society - I.E.E.E. 
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Please address reply to: 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 

Hearing Testimoney, April 5, 1977 
at Public Hearing 

on Nuclear Legislation on Senate Bills "S-1494" and "S-1721" 
Senate Energy and Enviror~ental Committee 

The Executive Committee of the North Jersey Bower Engineering Society 
Chapter of.the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. pro-
claims its position of fully supporting the vigorous development of nuclear electric 
power in New Jersey. 

The shortage of energy which New Je~sey, as well as, the rest of this country 
faces in the future can b~ alleviated onl; by developing to the fullest extent all 
of the energy options. Opponents of nuclear power have led some of the public into 
believing that a plan for conservation in the near term and the hope of successful 
development of new and unproven rc:ources in the long term is a viable solution to 
the energy problem. This reasonin~ lulls some into believing that it is unnecessary 
for the United States to employ the vast energy resources contained in coal and 
uranium--resources which can provide the bulk of our energy needs for hundreds of 
years. There are no other sources known today which have this potential. 

Our use of these coal and uranium resources will allow time to develope the 
potential in options such as nuclear fusion and solar energy. Nuclear fusion is 
still in the ear~y experimental stages and its success is not guaranteed. Solar 
energy can be used orL;y in low-level heating applications today, and it will be .nany 
years be~ore it can be used as a convenient, large-scale energy source to produce 
electricity. 

The United States has a critical en~rgy problem today. In a few short years 
it ~ill face a situation of jisastrous proportions if all possible energy o~vions 
are not vigorously pursued. Nuclear energy, at its pres~nt hig~y--advanceu state 
of development, is the cleanest, safest, and least expensive option. Satisfactory 
techniques exist today for radioactive material handling and waste disposal, and 
even these are being improved rapid~y in the continuing advance of technological 
improvements. Nuclear power is a proven resource. It is ready to satisfY a large 
portion vf the energy demand certain to be evoked by any viable U.S. economy. 

- '7-
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Other countries have recognized nuclear power's great advantages, as 
evidenced by the fact that their commi tment.s for nuclear generation during 1974 
incr~ased approximately 35% as a result of the Arab oil embargo, while those in 
the United States increased only 9% during the same period. Furthermore, during 
1975, the net new U.S. commitments for additional nuclear power plants were zero. 
It would be sheer folly for the United States to abandon nuclear power. If we follow 
this path, the U.S. will experience social and economic disruptions of a magnitude 
never before experienced. 

Holding these beliefs, the Executive Committee of the North Jersey Power 
Engineering Society Chapter of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 
Inc. urges all interested and responsible individuals and organizations to take 
actions to ensure that in addition to developing other energy sources, the rapid 
and orderly development of nuclear electric power be' stimulated. 

' 
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~ES!rD40lf!' GIVEB TO THE NEW JERSEY SEIU.TE 
EIIERGY Aim UVIROlUI:Blf.r OODITTU 

Pu.blio heariDC m .ltla.ntic City., N.J. 

April 5,, 1977 

Subj ec-:;: N. J. Senate Bills en Nuclear Power 
s 1407 ,, s 1721,, & s 1494 

1. S 1407: The State Energy ?aci11ty Act 

The Paramus ~vironmental Counci_ opposes s 1407 for the 
fo~lowing reasons. 

The BU1 c....rbi trari1y creates a new agency,_ The State 
Energy Facility Agency. Instead of extending the effectiveness 
of the State Energy O:i:":fice,. which nas been ke~1i inef:t'ectua1 
(perhaps for deliberate reprehensible reasona),,creating another 
agency will further fragment the state's energy problema. 
Even worse,. the new agency would be a full fledged authority with 
the power to dictate the seizure of property and the power to 
nam through decisions which blatantly ignore considerations other 
than cChames to proliferate nuclear parks or to proliferate 
undesirable centralized enerey parks. Th~ statement of intentions 
of the Bill specifi;ally omit options wnich deserve absolutely 
first priority from an envir~nmental and economia: (ec.onomic to 
taxpaying c.ons·..liD.er,, not nece :sarily econooic to the recipient of 
a fat nuclear boondoggle) sta~dpoint. 

Specifically,_ the statemPnt of intentions has the following 
offensive items. * Page 2, paragraph a. eedic·,~es the new a5ency ~o the pro:? ·':.i tic :t. 

that centralized energy parks must be expedite~. This sucjec~ 
has already been examined. It has been found that a decent~~lized 
supply of ener.gy which is closer to ~he end user 1~ka0 ~ere 
sense,. since ~ -~ per.n.i ts the ilnpleiJ.entati?n of ~Jogenerat:..on 
techn:L.ques which. cut the coet of en6rB.Y l.ll half, compared t-.> 
a central~zed supply which is ~uch more wasteful • 

.:..nd, there is no mention wh;.:."tsoever of the use of solar energy, 
the conversion of solid wastes into- energy,_ or the mandatory 
implementation of other en&rg:r eaving methods. 

Why are central:i.zed parks being pushed? And, why. are betten·,~ 
approaches no·t even mentioned? 
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* Page 2, par~graph c. says th2~ the long ran~e plans required 
should be made available for public 11 conunent". 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

The ~o~d 11 COmment" should be chan . .,;;ed to "binuia._:; referendum". 
Util~t1es, like PSE&G Co. have proven themselves to be 
arrogan-tly indifferent to the desire:: of the YJublic When 
the citiz~ns of Atlantic County voted overwhelmingl~ a~ainst 
the float1ng nucl ~ :·· .:;1lants schemed for the coast c-f A ~jlantic 
Cit~··,. PS.i·:&G Co. merely increased the intensity of highly 
fraudulent advertising, and to add irtj ury to this i...1.sul t 
they stuck consumers of electricity and gas for ·the cost of 
this fraudulent advertising. 

Page 2, paracraph f. says that an environmental review of 
planned facilities mus·(; be''expedited". The word ••expe:.i"t3d 11 

should be 0~1anged to "ret;ui..e.ted with tae input of publ~c 
interest research groups, the consent of elected public watch 
do:ss, and the wishes of the affected regions being given 
full representation11 • 

Page 2, paragraph 11. calls for an on-going proeram uf study. 
This paragraph should add the phrase "which includes 
representation from elected pu')J. ~c watch dogs and review by 
public interest re :earch groups." 

Page 3, paragraph )c. defines "Commenceiaent of construction" 
as any clearing of ~and, •••• ~~e way this is written~ 
all a utility would need to do· would be to cnop down a few 
trees as a ploy to evade reeulation. This trick has been used 
before. The paragraph should be r13vi:1e6 to mean substantiaJ. 
action. 

Pa;~t .. 3, paragraph Jd. de-::'ines ".&lergy .Facility". It does 
not mention tot(Ll energy systems, solar enerr~y, solid waste 
conversion faci..Li ties,. co.genera·tive sys·tems. By leaving out 
these ··ital facilities,. by defini ti :.;o)' '\I1. e1.1ergy plan for 
N.J7'-would be li vine up to the letter of this law if the 
plan omitted such considerations. This 'is reprehensible! 

Page 4,paragraph 4b. defines the structure of tJ:le. Agency. 
N'o public ·,7 ;. ~ch dog:E are included members pres~d1.na; o-:2r 
the agency. The Agency should include a bona fide walich 
dog, and it must include representatives who have a background 
in servinP" the public interest. The members of the Agency 
shot.1ld be'"' payed so that qualified pu1)~.ic spirited citizens 
would be a~:le to afford serving tnis A:;p~1c:,r. .Further., there 
mus:. ·:-.e no conflict of interest whu.itsoevt3r ~L"or any members 
o1· tLlis Agency. 

Page 6, pa~a~raph 12i 3m:powers the age.1.cy. to :perform. studies. 
But the ab~lJ.ty to conduct studies is easily tnwarted 

- yr'·-
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* if a?oess to esse~tial data is deliberately wi~hheld. 
A p:::-J.me example o.~. this iA co:.,~r-~~d ····"' th tne question of 
how much. energy· does nuclear power really contribute? 
:Elninent analyiets like Dr. E.J. Hoffman have de1ier::.ined that 
the net yield of nuclear fission is less than 5%. That means 
that, for every 100 k:whrs of nuclear electricity produced. 
95 k:whrs of ordinary conventional energy must first be '· 
consumed. The Energy Research and Development Administration 
ha~.not disproved his findings. Insteau~ they simply issuca 
a uJ.soourse on net energy yield that. ~s chock full of obvious 
distort~olm. 

Refer to tne final environmental statement for floating 
nuclear .Plar~ts NRC report NUREG-0056 starting on page 
12-71 of vo1t.IIlle two. Here, t!H~ i:·mc states, in figure 12.10.1 
(page 12-76.) that the net energy yield is 94.44%, n.ot_ 

5% as Hoffman estimates. 

However,: to arrive at this incredible 94.44% yield they 
IGNORE THE RELA~IVE ~~'iiCIElfCI:C.:S OF EQUIHdE.NT. This intr<UliCee 
a whopping bias ~ their favor~ because the thermal eff~cienor 
of a nuclear plant is abysmally low compa::-ed v;i th alternate 
sources. Most of the energy produced by a nuclear plant goes 
right into the:nJ.al pollution. 

Also,, they sta1ie that nuclear plants operate at BO~ capaci tyt:
instead of the actual 55% performance which is typical. 

So, after they come c:? with an incredible 94.¢4% net yield, 
they finally conclude that the net y±e1d of nuclear powar 
is com:pa.reble to that of cco.l :QOwer. But, the efficienc:r of 
coal plants greatly exceed the efficiency of nuclear plants, 
and the capacity factor alao greatly exceeds the factor obtainable 
from nukes. ?urthermorer when all factors are consi~ered, 
the net yield of co.::.1 plants ±.1!3 gener~.1ly less than ~{0%. 

Bear in mind that coal does not consume enormous amounts of 
electricity as~~ ~equired in the sopnistic2~ed enrichment 
of urani~. Neither must expended coal be reprocessed, at expenseo~ 
furtne:- c•;;::mm.ption o:f energy. And, coal plants do not need 
to je entombed. And yet the nuclear extablishment has tb1 
umni tigated gall <;:.o bocst of a 94. 44-5~ yield. 

Dr. Ho:L':fman has a~cteupted to obtain more ~acts on n~t. energ;(, 9 
yield, but he ha.s en: ou.."ltered sti1"f :poli t~cal ?P:.. .Js~ t~~~· -..hy • 
\'thy doesn •-:; :3RDA vmn-r; ~-:-:dependent net energy y~eld stua.J.es 
to be made? 

Huge amc~Ltn of elec~:icity have o:~n ~ons~ed~t~ ~ro~;?e 
nucl-3a:." ·1ower. A ~~u._c-:; :::-eport by vile AJ::.C (new ~RDAJ adl:u. tted 
that by l072 116 bil:i.J..oa t-hrs o:f electricity was consumed 
to enrich'"' nu~lear ~:·uel, buii only 164 -~:...Llion k:whrs of nucl~ar 
electricity -,,as 11roduced in tne U.S.A. b:· then. Th:...s was 

- 1-l -~ 
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only a small fraction of the total encr -~ f"!Onsumed to kee; 
·.:nclear pow~r going ( c11ly 46/~, using their own figure 12.10. 2 
1n the ment1oned floating nuke report) • I'll seud you a 
copy of' the mentioned reports if you wiL ~ (including Dr. Jo.L'l'man•s). 

But, net yield analyses depend greatly on the f..1TOss yield 
p~rformance of a fue~. l!.'veryone lcnows, for example, how many 
m1les they get out 01 a gallon of .~asolene in tl:1eir car. 
But what is the gross yield of a nuclear pov1"'r plant? 'i/nat is 
the amount of energy the reactor vlill produce for each ton 
of uranium (without recycling)? 

ERDA officials ref'usc tJ .::>fricially disclose ~he 2,'ross yield of 
nuclear power. This was proven nhen the Louisianna Attorney 
General asked a mining en .:ineer I'ilr. I.~or-:.;!Ul Gurdon Hunt inc con 
( Woodfield 1\oad, Galesvitle, Maryland 20765) to appear 
in a hearing 0~1 behe.ll' of the State of Louisianna in :May,l975. 

The .;:;.l:DA expert vii tness (under oath) repea r;ed previous sworn 
testimony ei ven by the ABC in l~J(U. He swore that each tOil of 
uranium will deliver an avera 0 of j2 million kwhr. ·::hen 
Huntington reminded the vri tness that the A::J' s O\vn data indicated 
one plant produced leo. ·,;lFJ.n (3. 6 million k:.vhrs per ton over 
a 10 year porir:-..;., and other plants nave delivoct..-!d oi1.il..y about 
6, ti1e :~1LDA v:itness rc_tJuuiated dis own te~ tilflony. lie aarni tted 
that no nuclear plant did as well as J2 

~hen, HW.:.'~ .ngton attempted to determine \'that does a nuclear 
plant de,· .ver? :lis written inquiries have been refused. 
so,. after nearly two years, of:ricial certir·ied performance has 
been withheld. 

Huntil.1 . .::ton since learned that a new study oi' net energy bcdances 
by the Federal hnergy Administration would omit the actual 
records of nuclear lJlants. This hasn 1 t; s top ... :.cd nuclear promoters 
from ~.,":'1t::ging that tne gross yield is 72 (TJ-:; 32, 8.6,. or 6 
as in actual cases). 

~8Y~, UNL:3SS TI-IIS I'f.SW AG~HCY HAS THE PO\h.rt 0.2' Su:aPOENA, AriD 
u S IT TO OB'rAIN LONG YfiTHHELD DATA, it cannot contribute 

one :Lota to intelligent long range plannine;. In fact, because 
of nc;·~ yield considerations, the very mission of this new 
agency which is obviously to built nuclear }_jc;.rlts may \Vell 
make u~ less u:,:-L): gy independent than eve-:.- before. 

* :tage 7, para-sraph lJe is too re~':ricti ye., J:'he pa:r'a,:.;raJ?h snould 
require tnat utili ties must est1ma te tne ue,~r~e to v.:~:cl~-· , 
decentralized outions such as solar energy ana consJL~a~lon 
can meet future~ energy needs. Utilities l'lave tended to overate 
futu.:.. s rec::.uirements, anu undera te tLle ability to meet those 
needs vri th anything but nuclear energy. 

• 
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* Paragra:t2h 13 om ts _::.1e req_ui rement that the::·e must be a complete 
~ally OI all feder~.L and st;::.te subsidies, bo~h direct and 
~direct, for oons1u2ring the true cost of every energy option. 

C~aract~risticell;y, PSE&G & Co. has prolif·:=rateC. highly 
lli~slead~ng advert1..sements cone l'nine the true cost of' the 
nuclear option. In order to achieve the millions of jollars 
in savine;-:, to consumers from nuclear power, it has first b~Fn 
necessary to s;;end many billions of dollars in federal subsidies. 
No asa~ssme~t of energy options can be intelliGently resolved 
unless all the costs,. i 1cluding fu.ture costs associated with 
nuclear wastes are con91der.~d. 

Also,. a tally of the effect of emplo:y:-.1c-nt o tght to be :i.l!cluded. 
Of all the energy o:ptions,. nuclear power is the least labor 
intensive, and the most capital intc..asive. Thic means, it 
will provide fewer jobs than a..'ly ot~e-r oli·~ion and will drive up 
utility rates,. which are based on ~ .. :fixed :percentage of capital 
costs. 

* Paragraph 14a. gets ~o: Departoent of Enviror~ental Protection 
to s~lec~ •ites for plants. They should review selected sites. 
Otherwise, their review of a site is precluded by the fact 
that they selected the si~~ in the first place. 

* Pura~raph l5b. should add that a comprehensive 3ummery must 
include a feed-in of alternative decentralized energy sources. 

* Paragraph 16 should stipulate that an environmental impact 
statement shm-:..:d ~e -::.ad.e available to the public bef )_r-.:. 

hearings of 'ti1e Sta1iewide Energy ?acili 1i~es Plan. Up iiO 
$100~000 ohoula be provided to municipalities and ~ublic 
interest g:roups to allow participation in tne hear~ngs by 
hiring expert witnesses. Also, the hearings s~ould invo~ve 
cross examination of witnesses. All of these ~portant J.tems 
are W)efully m:l3sing :from the ::::::.11. 

* ..i.::ragraph 2l,page :..__:: t line 5,_.. eives tl:e power OJ: e~.linent 
domain to the A~en~J. There is no st~~c~ent that the property 
which wou.ld be ac~r.rlrr~u by the Agency must be appr 1ised ~Y. 

at least 3 L1dendent real estate a?_- £aisers. Such ~ ~~ov~s~on 
has been found necessary to prevent t11e arroga:1t ,_.; :~o~~on of 
Citizens from thei.r property With unfairly lOY.· :pa.raLen uS for 
such ::croperty. 

T:Uere is a serious quest·:!.o"l. as t~ wh:"' t~e. Agency -:l.UBt acq_u~re _ o 

land in the first ~~lace";· ,'fuy cant t:.tilJ. t~es "31:.y t.n.e laJ?-d ~n t.n ~ 
first place,, instead of having the Agency buy (or steal; tne d 
land, just to sell it to tne utility. ~n the ab~e~~e..,.~~ _sa~eguar s 

· t bu .... e of nOWP-r J.- .... "'P'PCars as vhough th1. J.:.1t~ v,l't~Ct~on agaJ. ns a ., r ~ t " """- -·· ~ . . . • t 1 -
of this emir..ent domain power c:f -u~w a . .:ency J.S done del:Lbera e ':i '' 
with the intent~. on cf foraing unequitable policies. 
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* P~raGraph 22c~ page 14, omits the important p~erequisitc 
t,ut the environmental acceptabili liy of the plan for a site 
must be established. 

* The. pena. 1 ty for violation of rules is se-r- at or"·,y ·"'10 000 
h v ~ ~ ' • 

T ~s m~niscule amount is ina~propriately small. 

2. S l72l A Supplement to rllli :::>TAf.b .u;N_QHGY .:Acr_,_,r~ -,. ,l J~ 

This Bill is in~roduced as a supplement to s ~~07. The 
pair of Bills (l721,. ancl 1407) is designed to replace 
a more strin~ent Bill S 1494, the Nuclear Rea~3sessment 
Act. 

Obviously, the plan is to degut serious provis~ :ir.s in 
S 1494 which are lon: overdue. 

is 
The fact11that after all the yea-r::: during which nuclear power 
has be: .n dev(.l oped, still, not a sine;le full full scale 
test of an ETk.!.~gency system has been per.torreed. 

The main thing that keeps a nuclear _plant safe is its coolinc 
8Yf~L-:~m. If there in a coolinG system failure, an enormous 
builc"':.-up of tc:.:1pera ture will occur in the hr..,r+; o:t' ~~e 

• 

rc~:1ctor. A typical reactor attempts to contaL.1 more radio ;.ctivi ty " 
than 1000 Hiroshin:;a A bombs. A meltdown could c.:.use an 
ex}.)losive (chemical or steam explosion) of' all that radioactivity 
to tne environment. 

J:..'very nuclear plant has a sat·ety system. So, it sh01.:tld be 
easy enough for thousands of replicated full scale tests to 
have been made under actual performance conditions,for the 
emer:,sency cooling core syst .:rn.. Vlhere are tboee thousc._:rl.3 of 
-~ests? 

Small scale tests have been performed and many of these tests 
were failures. Ye-~, tl1e nuclear establishment continues to 
rely on small scale tests awl computer simulation. 

Being in responsible chare:;e of a testing laboratory I know 
that if you want real data, perforrr. a real test. If ._,0~ 
iia.nt a simulation of the truth, do a simulated test or a 
small scale test. 

The persistence of the nuclear industry in relying on 
corrmuter siw.ul·:t '·"' <•n of complex :ghenomenae as op!)osed ~o the . 
full scale product testin~ of the aircraft and other ~ndustr~es 
is one of the weakest links in nuclear reactor safety. 

The seriousness of several problems was never suspected until 
tests were made of small scale models. ~:eanw:b..±le,_ unt;;~> ted 
systems continut:! +., l-,e installed. 

-1--i./--
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It is important to ask WHY have utilitiee refused to conduct 
full scale tests of the emergency cooling core system? 

It 1s likewise important to ask WHY did the utility lobby 
threaten to shut down every nuclear plant in the aountry 
unless C~ress exuended the Price Anderson Ac~ Th:is 
bill fixes 1t so that ira catastrophe occurs the liability 
of the utility will be limited to only a tiny fraction 
of po.tential losRes. 

Furthermore,. a rovioion was made to the Price Anderson Act 
whicbJ gives a t...tii.LJ.uy a "oreak in the i:asurance if' a SECOifD 
ACCIDENT happens at a facility. This proved how much 
confi4en~~ ~hey rea111,bave in thei~ conspicuouslY. m1tested 
~e:at. em~rjency C'tJo/'t"n~ c>ore systems. 

B:Lll Sl4S4 ·~ttempted to deal with. above queetions with 
soul-searching responsibility. 

O"tviot•sly t:· the utili ties did not like to face up to their 
responsibilities, which. :ls by definition ar.. irrespon3i i ·le 
at~ tude. 

Bill Sl721 is unacceptable unless it insists that all the 
energy en·· erprises aoaonated with nuclear power must assume 
full responsibility and ~1 liability for any abnormal 
o·~ou.ra.nce in ope:::ation including the transportation o:f 
radioactive materials or w:J.r.t.:::s. Al.eot: these rec.ipi.ent of 
nuclear subsidies must bear the full costs of nuoleer powert 
because ±t' nuclear powe::;:- i.e so etJonomi:}al as they boast 
then not a sin,&:. ~ ;enny of continued subsidy is necessar.y • 

They must also ass~e the full ccsu for protecting a11 
facilities and all transports against acts of sabo.tage and 
terrori~. This large cost should not be underwritten by 
our Department of Defe:..1.se,. for it bec01r.es jus1i r-onot,'l.er hidden 
subsidy. 

:Bill S 1721 is unacceptable unless it puts bac.k :_,~1 the 
previsions wni~were ~oainiously removed frc, Sl494. 

Respectfully, . j~~ o-. r.t=-~f,dl--1 . .. -~ / . 1' .,.,. 

SJ.dney u• ~oodman, P.E., M.S.M.~. 
P::::-es::i.dent 
Paramus Environmental Council 

-- '1-!J -
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nv:\il.l.bl:! tr.Iormatlon nnd review to date. involved, 
the:e Is reasonable assur:moe that the ( l) <i> Tht! processing, fabrication or 
p:-oposect f..lte 1s a suitable location !or a reftni:J.g of special nuclear material or 
r.ucle.'lr power reactor of the general s1ze the separation of s;>eci:ll nuclear mate-
and type proposed from the standpoint or rial. or the sepa n lion of special nucle::1.r 
rJ.c\!0lo;;!c,l.l health n:ld saiety cons!dera- material from other substances by n 
tlon;.• under the Act and rules !Uld re~la- prime contractor of the Administration 
tlo:~s promulgated by the Commission under a prime contract for: 
Pilrsuant thereto. (Al The performance of work for the 
(J)(i) The Director of Nucl.:ar Reactor Regu· Administration at a United States gov-

lation may authorize an applicant for a con· ernment-owned or controlled site; 
struction pt:rmit for a nuclear power reactor IB> Research in, or development, man-
suhject to the provisions of ~51.5(a) .. of this ufacture, storage, testing or transporta-
chaptt!r t 
to conduct, In nddltlon to the activities tion of, ntoinic weapons or compont!n s 

liroperty or the common. defense and 
ecurlt::; and nre otherwise In t• .i! public 

interest. 

Cb> A:1y per~on may request an ex-:
e:npt:oa p~rmitti:tf{ the conduct or ac
tivities prior to the issuance of a con
struction permit prohibited by ~ 50.10. 
The Commission may grant such an ex
emption upon considering and balancing 
the following factors: 

( l J Whether conduct of the proposed 
activities will give rise to a significant 
adverse impact on the environment and 
the nature and extent of such impact, i! described In paragraph (e) ( 1> of this thereof; or 

1 tl I t t a1 ( c J The use or operation of a produc- any; 
section, the Instal a on o s rue ur t;.on or tlt.lllzatlon facility in a United (2. l Whethe_ r redress of any adverse 
foundations, Including any necessary t f d t r th 
subsurface preparation. for stn1ctures. States owned vehicle or vessel; or cnnronment Jmpac rom con uc o e 
systems and components which nre sub- ( ii 1 By a prime contractor or subcon- v proposed actt~1t1es can reasonably be 

g ject to the provisions of Appendix B. tractor of the commission or the Admin- :::: etiected shoula such redress be neces-
~ Oil Such an authorization, whl~ may istration under a prime contract or sub- 00 sary; 
- be combined with the authorization de- contract when the Commission deter- if 13l Whether conduct of the proposed 
ff: scribed In paragrAph <e> (1) of this sec- mines that the exemption of the prime a activities would foreclose subsequent 
o tlon. or may be granted at a later time, contractor or subcontractor is authorized " adoption of alternatives; and 
" shall be granted only after the presiding by Jaw; and that, under the terms of the (4l The effect of delay in conducting 

officer in the proceeding on the construe- contract or subcontract, there is adequate such activities on fhe public interest. in-
tlon permit application has, ln addition assurance that the work thereunder can eluding the power needs to be used by 
to making the findings and .<letermlna- be accomplished without undue risk to the prop,osed facility, the availability of 
tions required by paragraph (e) (2) o! the public health and safety; alternative sources, if any, to meet those 
this section, determined that there are (2) (i) The construction or operation needs on a mely basis and delay costs 
no unrt!solved safety issues relating to of a production or utilization facility for to the appli ant and to consumers. 
the additional activities that may be the Administration at a United States . 
authorized pursuant to this paragraph 'IT government-owned or controlled site, in- Issuance of uch ~n exemptiOn _snail not 
that wculd constitute good cause for ,.... 1 d' th t ortati'on ofthe produc- be deemed t cons.ttute a commitment to . ,.... c u mg e ransp . ,. ·t D · th 
wlthholdlng au~!'}?rlzatwn. • oo tion or utilization facility to or from Jssue a con. rue-wn perm1 . urmg e 

<4 l ,\ny actJVJ.les !-IDder.aken pursu- ff such site and the performance of con- period of a y exemptiOn granted pu~
a.!lt to an a~thorlzatwn granted under o' tract services during temporary inter- suant w t i JY ragraph lbl, ~ny acttv.t-
th1l,s p~rta;raph 1~hal~ be :ntirelyptnt t~ v ruptions of such transportation; or the ties cond sh71111 b~ ~arrted. ou~ m /.· 
r s;c or e app .can an • exce as -t t' nor 0 erati 1 of a production as\\ 1 mmumze 01 rec uce 
matt<:rs determined under paragraphs con~t.rluc ;o f ~ity for te Administra- .;~~:.:.,;~;:.:.:~;r..:.:;.:;e.:,;n:.:;t~a~l~i.:.:m.:,jpi;;;;::;lC:;;t::;. _____ _ 
<e> <2> and (e) (3) (11) the grant. o! the or u I IZa wn ar.I . ~ 

authorization shall h~ve no beo!\rlng on tion in the performance research 10 ~ 50.13 Au .. .-k~ ""d d~Jru•·tiv.- nriA 1.7 
the Issuance of a. constnJctlon permit or development. m::mufact ·e. storage <'n.-rni..,. ,.r th.- Unit .. d St"''""; ""'' 
with resoect to the requirements of tl\e testmg, or transportatio!l · atomt .td.-n . ..., nrtiviti"'· 
Act, and rules. regulations, or orders weapons or components there_o . or th An appl!cant for a licenst: to construct 
promulgat-ed pursuant thereto. use or operatiOn of a productiOn r utJ nr.d O""rate a production or utilization 

- Jization facility for the Administ ·a ~"'-r 50.11 Exception~ und exemption~ 
from lin·n~in11: requiri"mt'JJls. 

Nothing in this part shall be deemed 
o require a license for: · 

'{} facillty, or for un amendment to such in a United States government-a\ 
vehicle or vessel: Provided, that ;; license. Is not required to provide for 

d t d b . ~ design features or othrr measures !or 
activities are con uc e Y a pnme con u. the specific purpo~ of protection against 
tractor of the Administration under ""the effects of ·<a> attacks and destruc
prime contract with the Administration .., tive acts. lncludu.g sabotage, directed 

Iii> The construction or operation of against the facility by an enemy or th;, 
production or utilization facility by United States. whether a foreh.m govern-
prime contractor or subcontractor of th ment or other person, or· <b> use or de-

Cal The manufacture; production. or 
;::: acquisition by the Department of Defense 
"" of an.v utilization facility authorized pur
~ suant to section 91 of the Act, or the 
u.. use of such facility by the Department of 
~ Defense or by a person under contract 

with :.>.nd for the EtCcount of the Depart
ment of Defense; 

Commission or the Administration unde ployment of weapons lnctdent to U.S. 
his prime contract or subcontract when l~d~e~f~e.:,:nse~-a::;;,ct:;,:l~v,!;lt~l,;;es~.--"""l;r------.... 
the Commission determines that t f 

<b> Except to the extent that Admin
istration f:lcilities of the types subject 
to licensing pursuant to section :<02 of the 
Energy-Reorganization Act of 1974' are 

"Th~ A.dmlnt";tratlon tacllttl~s Identified ln 
s~ctlo" 202 are: 

( ll D:crnonstratlon Liquid Metal Fast 
DrPed~r reactors when opt'rated P.s part of 
the po··"'r f,"lleratlon facilities or nn elec~r!c 
t:tlltty ~ystem, or when op,.rated In any other 
Inanner for the purpose O( demon•tratlng 
tlw su~tablllty for comm,.rclal application or 

emption of the prime contractor o u - cusstnCATJO:o< AND o 
contractor is authorized by Jaw; d th t, LICENSE 

under the terms of the cant ct or su - ~ 50.20 Two c!asSI's of 
contract. there is adequa e assurance cer.ses will he ic.su..-d to 
that the work thereunder can be accom- a;:>plying to the Com mi. 
plished without undue risk to the public and will be either c!ass 10 

Li-

health and sa.f.-ty. m 

lc J The t · :1sp0rtat!on or possession ~ § 51).2l (]., _ _. I 04. lirt'n.•t" ; for .. ,..,J;,.,.J 
of any production or utilization facility a: Jh.-r:>py :·~~~ .,.,,..,,..h ami ,J,.,..J .. p. 
by a common or contract carrier or ware- u. m.-nl fa..,Jotor,. 

housemen in the regular course of ca1- (:;;j A cla..'>S 10-l license will be hsu.:d, to an 
riage for another or storag:! incidenL appltcant who qu..>E:les, for any one or 
thereto. more of the follo';l.'!ng: to transfer or 

such a rPac:tur. fii '"0 1" SJ>~,ific t'Xemplion~. 
(:.~ 1 Otl:P:- {it•rnntbtratlon ntll~lea.r re!lctors. L~ ;.:~ .> • -

r<~eive in lnt.er.;t.:tt.e commerce. manu
!J.cture, p:-od11c"'. tr::tnsfer, acquire, pos
sr<s. use. imr ... ,rt. o~ export under the 
terms of an agp>j>~H-nt fpr c0o.1~ra~il,n: 

<'xc•·;, t 11 ,_,e In l'Xlstenc<' on .T~"w'ry 13. 1!>7:;. ;::_ <al The Cornmlsslon may, upon RPPll
whc:l ro;lt:'itl~· ... d ItS l ·~~rt (;r t':le Pf•'N~r f,f"nern- l,') cation by n~' int.eri:"sted person or upon 
tlo" !:cc tilt!.-.•; of all t·ler:r:~ utll!ty sy,tem. r:: IL<> own ln!tlativ.-. f{Tant such exemptions 
or wh"" o;>emt"d In any other manner for u. from the requlremi:'nt.s of ~t c- r;._vulatlon.s 
the purr"'" or demnnstratln~o: the r,ultablllty 1 .... in this part n:; it detennin<'s are author
for culnm.-rcl!ll "Pfil! '!\tlon or ~uch a reactor. !zed by law !U1d will not endiUlger lite or 
•• Arnrmlc<l 39 FR 2627'). 

Dncemh~r 26, 1975 
-vf.:"
~ 

(:a) t\ utiht.lll•llt frlllrry f,)r U't.· in llh"dh;ll 

r; (bl (!) A production or utilizatlon 
a.cllity t:H~ constn!ction or vperat!on 

o! which was licell.S<'d pursuant to 5Ub
section lOib or the Act pr!c.r ',, L>t·cem-

:';:> ,.,·; -~f' -r- -r.t .- ;r-. c u "p.-;.-? t\ v.-::..J 1 i 1;... t,.;. V J"jt'l I;:;,;\ I Rfc.'vl> 
1V--?C Or ;C_.!S.}):E/? r:-1 f( .50,'(/f.ri///)N r .-

/:::/?~/!1 
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No. 
Contact: 
Tel. 

NUCLEAR 

77-8 
Carl Gustin 
301/492-7771 

UNITED STAT!S 
REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

FOR Iffi1EDIATE RELEASE 
(Mailed - January 21, 1977) 

NRC DENIES PETITION FOR EMERGENCY SAFEGUARDS; 
UPGRADING UNDERWAY; FURTHER MEASURES PLANNED 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission today denied a petition 
from the Natural Resources Defense Council calling either for 
emergency measures to protect strateqic guantities of plutonium 
and high enriched uran~um aga~nst groups of up to 15 armed 
assailants or revocation of licenses. 

The Commission said that a systematic increase in protec
tion of such mate;.ials has been in progress for nearly a year 
at the 13 fuel cycle facilities suoject to NRC physical pro
tection requirements and major additional actions will be 
proposed shortly. Most of these materials are fabricated into 
fuel for the nuclear Navy. 

Since the filing of the petition, the transport of the 
government-owned portion of this nuclear material--more than 
90% of the total--has been taken over by the Energy Research 
and Development Administration (ERDA) which ships it in 
·specially designed secure vans convoyed by armed guards. 

Today's action does not involve nuclear power stations; 
the Commission, in a pending rulemaking, is considering addi
tional safeguards measures at power plants. 

The NRDC petition initially was denied in March 1976 by 
the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards. The NRDC then requested that the Commission 
review that action. 

The Commissio·n' s Memorandum and Order said that " ... what 
the staff review indicated as necessary to remedy the short
coming revealed in fuel cycle facility safeguards was a 
systematic and integrated increase in safeguards protection 
implemented on an expedited, but not emergency, basis. Such 
an orderly enhancement of safeguards effectiveness has indeed 
been in progress since March, and we have recently directed 
implementation of additional measures at a limited number 
of facilities .•. In contrast, the emergency measures prcpused 
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by petitioners would have required our takinq action in the 
absence of the results of the staff's careful, though 
expeditious, review of the situation ... " 

Over the past year, improvements have been made at all 
fuel cycle facilities to assure rotection a ainst hypothetical 
threats by at least three we -arme hi hl 1vated, well-
trained attackers act1vely aided by a facility employee in 
any pos1tion, 1ncluding that of guard. The Commission con
siders protection against insider participation in an attack 
a vitally important element of its protective program. These 
improvements followed a series of on-site assessments at each 
facility by NRC staff teams including visits by a specially 
constituted NRC-ERDA task force. Follow-up assessments have 
been made to assure that the improvements have been carried 
out. 

The improvements already made include: additional guards; 
greater capabilities for communicating offsite in an emergency; 
improved capabilities of alarm systems; better search and 
surveillance procedures; formalized prpcedures for support 
from local law enforcement agencies; and strengthened controls 
over access to nuclear materials. 

Similar assessments and upgrading of transportation safe
guards also have taken place. Upgrading was accomplished by 
increasing the number and training of escort guards and the 
installation of a backup communications capability. Additional 
measures in the transportation area will be implemented shortly. 
Four comp~nies are now authorized to transport strategic quan
tities of plutonium and high enriched uranium. 

While noting that the available evidence, including 
communications from cognizant Federal agencies, does not indi
cate that an attack on licensees is likely, the Cormnission 
said such an attack cannot be wholly discounted and prudence 
dictates that protection should be increased. In this regard, 
the Commission has decided to conduct a rulemaking, details 
of which will be announced shortly, to establish, through 
public proceedings, upgraded interim safeguards requirements 
and proposed longer term upgrading actions. 

The objective of the forthcoming rulemaking is to con
sider additional safeguards measures to counter the hypo
thetical threats of internal conspiracies among licensee 
employees and determined violent assaults which would be more 
severe than those postulated in evaluating the adequacy· of 
current safeguards. 

' 
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The Commission's Memorandum and Order states thpt proposed 
interim actions to be considered in the rulemaking include: 

< 

(1) increasing the capability of weapons supplied to 
guards; (2) improving guard traininq; (3) req.uiring strategic 
special nuclear materials (SSNM) licensees to employ additional 
safeguards measures, as the staff determines necessary at each 
facility or for each transport company, to defend against an 
external threat havin~ the capability of a determined assault 
more severe than that currently postulated; (4) a security 
clearance program for employees with access to SSNM; and 
(5) other measures which may, for the interim, be utilized 
to increase protection against internal threats of theft or 
diversion of SSNM .. 

, # 

(Note to Editors: Attached is a list of licensees authorized 
to possess strategic quantities of special nuclear materials 
and a list of authorized transport companies. Strategic quan
tities are defined as (a) two kilograms of plutonium, or 
(br five kilograms of uranium enriched to more than 20% in 
the U-235 isotope. These quantities are established at a level 
judged .to be substantially less than that required for the 
manufacture of nuclear explosives.) 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

Honorable Clifford P. Case 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Case: 

AUG 6 1973 

• • I 

This is in response to your July 12, 1973, referral of a letter 
to the editor of The Sunday Record from Sidney J. Goodman. Mr. 
Goodman's letter appeared in The Sunday Record of May 27, 1973. 
Mr. Goodman expressed concern about the consumption of electric 
power __ by AEC. . .. 
The large amounts of electric energy consumed by the Atomic Energy 
Commission in the past were primarily used to power the Government's 

· three·large gaseous diffusion plants. These plants produced uranium 
enriched in the isotope U-235 to meet weapons needs. It was not 
until about FY 1966 that any significant amount of electric power 
was directed to the production of slightly enriched uranium for 
nuclear power fuel. That portion of the energy and fuel material 
produced therefrom has been supplied on a full cost recovery basis 
to both foreign and domestic nuclear power plants \'ihich have in 
turn produced electric ~nergy for general use. Since FY 1966, 
electrical energy used to satisfy national defense requirements has 
decreased .to a level which is currently insignificant in comparison 
with that used to produce nuclear fuel. 

Electric energy produced by d~estic nuclear power plants exceeded 
electric energy used by the AEC enriching plants for such fuel 
production as of the end of 1971. This crossover date is advanced 
to about the end of 1969 when nuclear electricity production from 
foreign power plants using U.S. fuel is included. The statistics 
in bi11i~ns of electrical kilowatthours a~ as follows: 

· Data Through Cumulative Electric Cumulative Electric Energy 
End of Ener;{ used b.}! Generated by Nuclear Power 

Indicated Enriciment P1ant to Plants Usinfl U.S. 
Calendar Ye~r Produce Nucle~r·Fuel Enriched Uranium 

, fJomestic Foreign 
Plants Plants Total 

1967 33 8 5 13 
1968 48 22 11 33 
1969 61 - 38 22 60 
1970 73 61 42 103 
1971 91 100 69 169 
1972 116 164 93 257 - - -- T ' t 1 
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NEW JERSEY CHAPTER 

• 
SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL REALTORS 

OFFICERS 
Peter 0. Hanson 

President 

Bruce N. Brown 
Vice President 

Sheldon A. Gross 
Secretary 

Chester A. Pynn 
Treasurer 

OF THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® 

46 PARSONAGE ROAD, EDISON, N.J. 08817 
P. 0. BOX 2098, 

TELEPHONE: (2011 494·6616 

To The 

DIRECTORS 
New Jersey Energy and Environment Committee 

Willard R. Bishop 
Lawrence J. casey 
Joseph J. Garibaldi, Jr. 
Marvin Katz 
Charles Klatskin 
Lester E. Lehman, Jr. 

MEMBERS 
Charles A. Bilinkas 
Willard R. Bishop 
Anne L. Brown 
Lruce N. Brown 
Frank J. Brown 
Vincent J. Byrnes 
Lawrence J. Casey 
Irving J. Feist 
Hartin W. Flusser 
William J. Foody 
Frank D. Garibaldi 
Joseph J. Garibaldi, Jr. 
Samuel E. Gilbert 
Sheldon A. Gross 
Peter 0. Hanson 
Robert E. Hill 
David T. Houston 
T. Arthur Karno 
Harvin Katz 
C. Lawrence Keller 
Ormonde A. Kieb 
J. I. Kislak 
Charles Klat:skin 
Leonard Knauer 
Herbert Lahn 
Lester E. Lehman, Jr. 
Thomas P. Lydon 
Samuel Mallor 
Adrian 0. Murray 
Chester A . Pynn 
Philip B. Robeson 
Rudolph H. Rosenfeld 
Frank A. Schlesinger 
Joel L. Schlesinger 
Charles N. Schragger 
Meyer Segal 
Stephen Segal 
Clinton B. Snyder 
Theodore E. Stein 
George H. Stickney, Jr. 
Alexander Summer 
Harry A. Taylor 
Norman Tanzman 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
Atlantic City Electric Company 
Fair Lawn Industrial Park, Inc. 
General Public Utilities Corporation 
Jersey Central Lines 
Jersey Central Power & Light Company 
Middlesex County Industrial Commission 
Port of New York Authority 
Public Service Electric & Gas Company 
Southern New Jersey Development Council 

In Reference to 

Senate Bills S-1494, S-1721 

By 

Peter Hanson, Past President 
New Jersey Chapter, Society of 
Industrial Realtors 
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This is one case where the social and economic interest 

of the State would be far better served by reliance on established 

federal agencies such as the NRC to provide the necessary safety 

reviews of the nuclear indust~y. 

On this basis we respectfully urge that the Committee with

draw Senate Bills ~494 and 1721. 

PH: taw 
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My name is Peter Hanson. I am past President of the New 

Jersey Chapter of the Society of Industrial Realtors and a resi

dent of New Jersey. 

The Society of Industrial Realtors is an organization of pro

fessional realtors engaged in the sale, transfer, and development 

of industrial properties. A consid~rable portion of industrial 

expansion and relocation that takes place within New Jersey is a 

direct result of the activities of our members. Without an adequate 

supply of electrical energy this activity can not exist. 

We strongly urge that Senate Bills Sl494 and S-1721 be with

drawn. Both proposals involve decision making on the part of the 

legislature in technologically complex areas, which more properly 

should be made on a national basis. 

Specifically, expecting the legislature to reach decisions on 

issues involving the disposal of high-level nuclear waste, fuel re

processing, and undergrounding a nuclear plant, for example, would 

undoubtedly result in massive delays in the licensing process. These 

delays in turn could only lead to higher costs of energy and shortages. 

In this State, with our massive unemployment, it would seem our 

focus should be directed toward the necessary steps to avoid energy 

shortages and reducing the cost disadvantage of electric energy 

rather than compounding these problems • 

If the practical result of these bills is a moratorium on the 

construction of new nuclear plants, a derating of existing plants or 

some combination thereof the impact on the economy of this State 

would be intolerable. 

-n-
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President 
ERNEST L. HUSE, P.E., Morris Plains 

President Elect 
LEON S. AVAKIAN, P.E., L.S., Asbury Park 

Vice President 
GEORGE J. SCHNABEL, P.E., Metuchen 

Secretory- Treasurer 
SOL SEID, P.E., Highland Park 

Headquarters Office 
KENNETH G. STANLEY, Executi11e Director 

496 West State Street, Trenton, N.J. 08618 
Phone 609-392-2866 

N. J. Senate Energy & Environment Committee 

Nuclear Legislative Hearings 
City Hall 
Atlantic City, New Jersey 
April 5, 1977 

Att. Mr. David 1'-.attek 

Gentlemen: 

Notional Directors 
WALTER P. HUMAK, P.E., Rid&ewood 
JOHN W. GREGORITS, P.E·., Hanover 
CARMIN J. DE VITO, P.E., Fanwood 

ARMAND A. FIORLETTI, P.E., L.S., Linden 

ROSARIO CASCIO, P.E., Jersey City (alt.) 
HERBERT Jo'OX, P.E .. Madison (alt.) 

Trustees-at-Large 
LOUIS G. ADELSOHN. P.E .. East Oranae 
.JOHN 8. BERTINO, P.E., L.S., Vineland 

APR 11 1977 

The New Jersey Society of Professional Engineers (NJSPE) as well 
as the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) have expressed 
their opinions for an orderly, logical and factual approach to the 
myriad of problems and concerns facing the citizens of our state and 
our nation today. 

Statements supporting the need for providing clean, safe and economic 
electric energy with nuclear power were presented at the public hearing 
on offshore nuclear power plants in Atlantic City, New Jersey on 
March 29, 1976 and at the Senior Conference on Energy in North Wildwood 
on May 16-18, 1976. A resolution by NJSPE was also submitted to the 
New Jersey Legislature in I•:ay 1976. (Copies attached). These documents 
emphasize that an adequate supply of electricity is necessary to provide 
energy for supporting the continued growth and economic stability of 
New Jersey. 

The NJSPE is dedicated to providin~ the professional guidance for the 
benefit of all the citizens of New Jersey. A well informed and co
operative citizenry is necessary to keep our state and country strong 
and free. 

We, hereby submit the attached position papers in support of nuclear 
power for New Jersey into the hearing testimony taken by the Senate 
Hearing Committee on Senate Bill S1494, the"Nuclear Reassessment Act" 
and Senate Bill 81721, a supplement to "An act establishing the State 
Energy Facility Agency ••• " presently pending as Senate Bill 1407. 
Doth of these bills, in our opinion, will have the practical effect 

• 
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PredtU!nt 
ERNEST L. HUSE, P.E., Moms Plains 

Prealdent Elect 
LEON S. AVAKIAN, P .E., L.S., Asbury Park 

VIce President 
GEORGE J. SCHNABEL, P.E., Metuchen 

Secretary-Treasurer 
SOL SEID, P .E., Hilhland Park 

Headquarters Office 
KENNETH G. STANLEY, Execut111e Director 

496. West State Street, Trenton, N.J. 08618 
Pho~e 609·392-2855 

March 28, 1977 
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National Directors 
WALTER P. HUMAK, P.E., Rid1ewood 
JOHN W. GREGORITS, P.E., Hanover 
CARMIN J. DE VITO, P.E., Fanwood 

ARMAND A. FIORLETTI, P.E., L.S., Linden 

ROSARIO CASCIO, P.E., Jersey City (alt.) 
HERBERT FOX, P.E., Madison (alt.) 

Trustees-at-Large 
LOUIS G. ADELSOHN, P.E., East Or&n~e 
JOHN B. BERTINO, P.E., L.S., Vineland 

of outlawing the construction of future nuclear electric generating 
facilities in New Jersey as well as derating of those nuclear plants 
which are presently operating. We urge the vigorous development of 
nuclear power for New Jersey and the cessation of legislation which 
deters the orderly, safe and expeditous energy supply for New Jersey. 

We hope that your conclusions will result in a favorable position for 
nuclear power and appreciate the opportunity to submit our statements 
to you. 

Very truly yours, 

Ernest L. Huse, P. E. 

President 

Attachments (3) 
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NEW JERSEY SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS 
TASK FORCE II ON ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
HEARING TESTIMONY I MARCH 29 I 1976 ON OFF
SHORE POWER SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS TO BUILD 
FLOATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
USNRC DOCKET NO STN 50.437 

The New Jersey Society of Professional Engineers (NJSPE Task 
Force II on Environmental Management was organized to study 
and recommend actions which would provide a professional 
position on the needs of the State of New Jersey to ensure 
the best balance of economic and healthful life for its 
citizens. Develo.pment of energy supply systems, particu
larly nuclear power, are absolutely necessary if the eco
nomic well being of New Jersey, the United States and the 
world are to be improved. It is the only practical source 
of clean, safe, and economic electric power available to us 
in New Jersey. 

The National Society of Professional Engineers' (NSPE) President, 
Harry Bovay, P.E. at a press conference in Albuquerque during 
NSPE's 1975-76 winter meeting declared that "the energy question, 
perhaps the most important single issue of the decade, with vast 
social, economic and international consequences, is being de
cided on political grounds". President Bovay further stated 
that "the key to a balanced, responsive energy program is in
creased use of nuclear power". He urged that a national energy 
policy include use of the nation's current resources to buy 
time for engineers and scientists to perfect the technology for 
utilization of other energy sources, such as sun, ocean tides, 
and wind and clean use of code. 

Our National Policy of energy independence demands that reliance 
on foreign oil imports be reduced, if not eliminated. Environ
mental standards have limited the increased use of coal in our 
State and the only practical alternatives available are uranium 
and foreign imported oil. 

Nuclear power has had an excellent safety record in the u.s. for 
the past 20 years. There have been been no fatalities or injuries 
to the public by any of the current operating plants. Furthermore, 
there has not been any insurance claims in that regard. New plants 
have increased safety and operating requirements which further re
duce the probability of any nuclear accidents which would result 
in harming the public. 

- 3/D-
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Placing nuclear units out in the ocean is a unique concept which 
offers a realistic and practical solution to the waste heat re
leased from these plants. Furthermore, the availability of 
suitable sites for land based plants is very limited. The dis
ruption of local areas would be minimal and the supply of electric 
power for New Jersey would provide our State with the potential 
of supporting continued growth and economic stability. 

Nuclear power is the only proven resource for satisfying the large 
portion of energy which will be necessary to maintain any viable 
New Jersey economy. The NJSPE Task Force on Environmental Man
agement proclaims its full support of vigorous development of 
nuclear power and particularly .the concept of an offshore nuclear 
power plant. 

we therefore urge the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to rule 
favorably on the Offshore Power Systems Application. 

GJS:mds 

-~-
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•WatSlattStnet,Trenton,N.J.•a• ........... JretiMaiDfrecto" 
.IOSEPH J. BUFFONE. P.E., Wa)'lle 

WALTER P. HUMAK. P.F.., Rid&e•'ood 
JOHN W. GREGOR ITS, P.E.,IIanovtr 
CAIWIN J. DE VITO, r .E., Fanwood 

Pre•flf...C ElftC 
ERNEST L. HUSE,P.E .. IIorrls 1'11in1 

Ylee Pre•W...C 
LEONS. AVAKIAN, P .E., L.s. ~Park May 12, 1976 ROSARIO CASCIO, P .E., Jersey City laiU 

HERBERT FOX, P.E., Madi5on Call.) 

; . .. 

1'ru•t••-t·Larre 
JoUlES A. BROWER, JR., P .E., L.S., Freehold 

LOUIS G. ADELSOIIN, P .E., East Orance . 

The National Alliance for Senior Citizens 
Al~en Drive an.d Sea Spray Court 
North Wildwood, New Jersey 08~60 

.. 
SENIOR CONFERENCE ON ENERGY 
NORI'H WILDWOOD I NEW JERSEY' 
MAY 16-18, 1976 

Gentlemen: 

The New Jersey Society of P-rofessional Engineers ·(NJSPE) as well 
as the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) has ex
pressed their opinions for an orderly, logical and factual approach 
to the myriad of problems and concerns facing the citizens of our 
state and our nation today. 

A statement supporting the need for providing clean, safe, and eco
nomic electric energy with nuclear power was presented at the public 
hearing in Atlantic City on March 29, 1976. {Copy attached). 

Subsequent to the public hearing, a resolution was passed at a 
N.J.S.P.E. meeting on April 23, 1976. {Copy attached). Both of 
these documents emphasize that an adequate supply of electricity 
is necessary to provide energy for supporting continued growth and 
economic stability for New Jersey. 

·; 

The N.J.S.P.E. is dedicated to providing the professional guidance 
for the benefit of the citizens of New Jersey. A well informed and 
cooperative citizenry is necessary to keep our state and country 
st.rong and free. 

We, hereby submit the attached position papers in support of nuclear 
power into the hearing testimony taken by the National Alliance for 
Senior Citizens' Senior Con~erence on Energy. We hope that your 
conclusions will also result in a favorable position for nuclear 
power and appreciate the opportunity to submit our statement to you • 

.• · 
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.. W ." · R. Grant,. ·p. E. 
President "-.. .. ·.:.~~ 

· .. -~...; . ..... -. 
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.. 
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Petition the New Jersey Legislature to support the need for nuclear power for 
assuring adequate supply of electric energy to provi:C:Je an economic environment 
for 1 ts cf t I zens as we 11 as a hea 1 thy and non-po 11 uti ng source of energy. 

WHEREAS, 

WEREAS, 

\IIEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WERE~,· 

WHEREAS, 

WEREAS, 

W'rfEREAS, 

RESOLVED, 

RESOLVED, 

RESOLVED, 

The NJSPE has organized a task group on environmental management 
to professional position on the needs of New Jersey to ensure the 
best balance of economic and healthful life for Its citizens, and 

The National Society President has declared that the energy' 
question Is perhaps the most important single issue of the 
decade, and 

Our national policy of energy Independence demands that reliance 
on foreign oil Imports be reduced, If not eliminated, and 

Environmental standards. have limited the Increased use of coal 
In our State with the only current practical alternatives being 
foreighn oil and uranium, and 

"Nuclear power has had an excellent safety record in the U.S. 
for the past twenty (20) years, and 

New plants with Increased safety and operating requirements 
should further reduce the possibility of nuclear accidents 
which would result in harming the public,and 

Placing nuclear units out in the ocean Is a unique concept which 
offers a realJstic and practical solution to the waste heat 
released from these plants, and 

Avatlabl1 ity of suitable land sites are very 1 imited and 
floating plants would create minimal local disruption , now, 
therefore, be I t 

That the NJSPE support he need for additional electric power 
to provf~e energy for supporting continued growth and stability, 
be It further 

That NJSPE proclaim l.ts full support of vigorous development 
of nuclear power and particularly the concept of an offshore 
nuclear plant, be It further · 

That this Resolution be forwarded to the N.J. Legislature for 
action in estab fishing appropriate contacts with appropriate 
agencies of the State. 
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I am John H. Maddocks, President of the New Jersey 

Industrial Development Association. 

The New Jersey Industrial Development Association is a non-

profit development organization with a membership of over 100 

individuals or organizations. Members include professional industrial 

developers from state, county and municipal economic development 

departments, as well as individuals representing economic development 

departments of utilities, railroads, banks and financial institutions.· 

The purpose of this Association is to promote sound balanced job 

creating development within the State of New Jersey. The Association 

and its members attempt to retain New Jersey's existing industrial 

customers and attract new and expanding industries. 

This, in recent years, has not been an easy task. The 

poor condition of our national economy is significantly magnified 

within the State of New Jersey. The litany of plant closings and 

relocations out of New Jersey is long. Employment within the Rubber 

& Plastic industry has declined by 35% since 1969. Employment in the 

Electrical equipment industry has declined by over 25% since 1969. 
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The Primary Metals industry has experienced an employment decline 

of 31% since 1969 and the Stone & Glass Industry has declined in 

employment by over 17% since 1969, and with the current natural 

gas shortag~ is expected to accelerate its employment decline 

even more·rapidly in coming years. Overall, New Jersey has 

experienced a loss of over 170,000 manufacturing jobs since 1969. 

Although we recognize that there are many factors which 

influence the curtailment of operations, relocation of operations 

and attraction of new business into various geographical areas, it 

has become exceedingly apparent that the availability and coet 

of energy is one of the major factors influencing these decisions. 

New Jersey simply cannot maintain its current economic infrastructure 

nor remain competitive for the attraction of industrial facilities 

unless the State can provide an adequate and resonably priced 

supply of energy. 

New Jersey Industrial Development Association believes that 

the construction and operation of nuclear power plants should be 

encouraged as the method for generating New Jersey's future electric needs. 
- .J. y. 
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We say this with a great amount of conviction because if one looks 

at the alternatives available, it becomes obvious that our major 

worry should be what we would do if we would not have nuclear power 

in this State. Increased reliance on coal fired plants which will 

further pollute our air and waters are not an acceptable alternative 

according to our State Department of Environmental Protection. 

Continued reliance on foreign imported oil for the 

manufacture of electricity places our entire economy in jeopardy 

should another oil embargo take place. 

Although conservation is a noble goal, it at best promises 

only a small savings in overall electric demand. Mandatory or enforced 

conservation is going to be difficult if not impossible from a 

political, consumer, and enforcement standpoint. 

Our membership is of the opinion that when all the alternatives 

are considered in a cost benefit analysis it becomes apparent that the 

practical choice in this State must be nuclear. Granted there are 

risks involved but those risks are less tha~ the alternate risks of 

relying on increased coal or Foreign imported oil. 



We feel that tHose who have advocated zero risk are deluding the 

public, because there is risk in every action we take. The most 

dangerous action we take in the United States is getting into our 

automobiles every day of our lives. The risks involved in nuclear 

power are less than any other risks in society we accept everyday. 

We believe that the enactment of Senate Bill 1494, which 

in effect places a moratorium on the construction of nuclear plants 

within New Jersey, is not in the best interests of the citizens or 

businesses of the State. It is our understanding of the proposed 

legislation that the conditions imposed by it will not only prohibit 

new construction but greatly impact the completion and operation of 

nuclear plants now operating or nearing completion. We fail to 

understand why it is necessary to compound, now and especially into 

the future, the energy problems that are already so severe within 

New Jersey. 

With regard to Senate Bills 1407 and 1721, purportedly to 

establish a siting agency that would expeditiously plan, review, and 

approve the siting of major energy facilities, our Association would 

like to be in the position to support. Unfortunately, in our 9pinion, 



these bills will accomplish exactly the opposite, 

The provisions of S-1407 appear to add yeat another level 

of approval to the permit processing procedure. Senate 1721 will 

further compound the siting problems by imposing not only unreasonable 

restrictions on the proposed State Energy Facility Agency, but the 

requirement of findings over which the proposed State Agency has little 

or no control. The further referring of its findings to the State 

Legislature only seems to continually compound the entire process. 

Our membership has requested that I comment further on a subject 

that continues to be of serious concern to them and is related to the 

content of these three bills. It appears that a significant number of 

our legislative and administrative actions within New Jersey over the 

past five or so years take the direction of going too far, too fast, 

without sufficient concern over the consequences of our actions. 

I say this in the context of our desire to pioneer in the protection 

of our environment of our citizens. This is unquestionably a noble 

goal. However, we seem to attempt to accomplish it with a vengeanc~ 

Our Wetlands Act, over which we place our Coastal Protection Laws; 

our air and water pollution codes, some of the most stringent in the 



Nation; our Flood Plains Laws, the impact just now beginning to be 

realized by our citizens, the recent Cancer Control Commission 

hearings and now these three {3) bills. We certainly are rushing to 

be the first State to impose the most stringent controls, New Jersey 

I.D.A. only hopes that the total environment of the State will be 

available to enjoy their benefits. 

In conclusion, we would like to point out the recommendations 

contained in the recently released Report of Governor Byrne's Economic 

Recovery Commission, we quote "The Commission believes that in 

ordet to achieve both short and long term economic and environmental 

improvements for the residents of New Jersey it is absolutely essential 

that all major sources of energy available to the State be developed 

with delay." 

"We recommend that, through the encouragement and leadership 

of State Government, all available and practical energy resources be 

expeditiously developed with the consideration of maximizing the 

benefits of these resources to the people of New Jersey." "Specifically, 

the Commission recommends {a) {b) the establishment of a program 

whereby the State will cooperate in and assist in qualifying sites for 

major energy and energy related facilities in a manner which is 
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environmentally and economically suitable,·. including the classi-

fication and endorsement of sites according to their acceptability 

for various types of utilization and the creation of a "site bank" 

for future use by critical industries; (c) the passage of legis-

lation that will facilitate the construction of nuclear electric 

generating facilities." 

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on this 

most important issue. 

- A-1-1 -
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I am David Morell, Research Political Scientist at Princeton University's 

Center for Environmental Studies. I am pleased to respond to the Committee's 

invitation to testify on proposed legislation regarding energy facility siting 

in New Jersey. At the Center for Environmental Studies we have been conducting 

research on this sUbject for the oast two years, and thus appreciate some of 

the complexities involved from the political, environmental and socio-economic 

viewpoints. 

The sponsors of the legislaUon under consideration today are to be 

commended for addressing, in a comprehensive manner, the thorny but crucial. 

siting dilemma. I hope that my comments today will assist the legislature in 

its search for the best possible legislation for New Jersey, a highly energy 

intensive state. Such state initiative can be an important step in breaking 

the cycle of private action and government reaction where ad hoc decisions 

are made in a policy vacuum. Three of our research studies in particular 

relate to the proposed legislation: one, a study of energy facility siting 

legislation in the eleven states of the Northeast from Maine through Maryland; 

the second, a study of governmental capabilities to make OCS-related energy 

facility siting decisions in tlew Jersey; and the third, a study of a hypothetical 

cluster of nuclear power plants for Ocean County. 
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Sl407 State Energy Facility Agency (SEFA) 

The following comments relate primarily to Sl407, which would establish 

a State Energy Facility Agency (SEFA) in the Department of Treasury. In 

creating a central state authority for energy facility siting, New Jersey 

would join the ranks of approximately half the states in the nation which by 

1976 had comprehensive energy facility siting laws. An indication of the 

recent acceptance of central state siting authority is evidenced by the fact 

that in 1972 only five states had such laws. 

Lo~us of SEFA 

On the question of the locus of SEFA, it is instructive to note for 

comparison the organizational responses of other states. The landmark 

Maryland siting law grants administration of its power plant siting program 

to the Department of Natural Resources, the equivalent of New Jersey's Depart-

ment of Environmental Protection. ~~ryland's law, however, gives final site 

approval authority to its Public Service Commission, based on the environ-

mental department's recommendations. A state siting agency proposed in Penn-

sylvania would also grant authority to its Department of Environmental Resources 

to issue energy facility construction certificates. A similar proposal to 

create an Energy Facilities Planning Commission in the Department of Environ-

mental Protection is contained in New Jersey bill Al525, with membership 

composed of heads of state agencies. 

Although several states have created entirely new agencies such as SEFA, 

there is merit in using an existing department with an environmental research 

mechanism, as long as the siting agency represents an interdisciplinary mem-

bership. Another consideration would be to tie SEFA to a newly constituted 

State Energy Office or, at the very least, place the Director of the Energy 

Office on an equal footing with other departments as a member of SEFA. 



Although the issue of the State Energy Office has unfortunately become a 

political hot potato, this office should not be kept in limbo but must be 

a vital part of state energy policy planning. 

The general thrust of these recommendations is to consolidate energy 

planning rather than scatter it throughout state government. The obvious 

analogy is the recent move by the Carter Administration to bring together 

energy planning in a single Department of Energy. Perhaps the time has 

arrived for New Jersey to consider a similar move. 

SEFA and State Initiative 

Far more fundamental than the location of SEFA are the powers and auth

ority to be given this new agency. A basic criterion for judging the strength 

and effectiveness of such legislation is the degree to which it permits 

government to shed its reactive role and grasp the initiative in making 

basic judgments, such as the need and most desirable locations for energy 

facilities. This is essential since such facilities have regional impacts 

akin to the impact of highways and sewage systems. All three can stimulate 

development - in areas where it may not be desirable - and thereby strain the 

environment and infrastructure. The legislation addresses these issues by 

having SEFA conduct projections of future demands and alternate sources of 

energy, rather than relying solely on such data from private utility campanies. 

SEFA would thus have the opportunity to predicate energy demand projections 

on a vigorous state plan for energy conservation and for use of alternate 

sources, such as cogeneration, obviating the need for a numbe! of energy fac

ilities. A test of SEFA's authority in this regard will be the extent to 

which, if necessary, it will be able to alter the long range plans of the 

utilities in order to incorporate the new conservation ethic and, when desir

able, foster use of decentralized alternate energy forms. Perhaps the leg

islation should be revised to reflect these factors. 
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Energy "Parks": Concept and Terminology 

As now written, SEFA's primary thrust might appear to be to expedite 

large centralized f~cilities in "energy parks". Such clustered energy fac-

ilities may not in themselves be objectionable. Princeton's study of a 

hypothetical nuclear energy center in Ocean County questioned ·such a con-

cept on a very large scale- 20 clustered reactors- but found merit in the concept 

in general on a smaller scale as an alternative to dispersed siting with its 
·'· 

multiplied iAfrastructure strains. If a large number of energy facilities 

are indeed to be located in a small, densely-populated state like New Jersey, 

clustered siti~gmay be preferable to locating the same number of plants 

at dispersed locations throughout the state. As we recommend in our report 

to DEP on an OCS onshore facility siting strategy: 

"several specific steps must be taken by the state: 

(1) Ensure clustered siting of supply and service bases and 
of processing complexes; 

(2) Ensure that any impacts on the beaches and barrier islands 
are restricted to an absolute minimum. 

(3) · Minimize the number of separate pipeline landfall locations. 

(4) * Enforce buffer zones around carefully sited inland clusters." 

The basic issue in choosing between energy centers and dispersed siting, 

and between centralized and decentralized power in general, is one of balance • 

. The decision processes established must effect an equilibrium between siting 

efficiency, jurisdictional equity, and political participation. We need to 

be certain that SEFA will provide the proper mechanism to allow this state 

to decide its own energy destiny, rather than permitting determination by 

various other forces which do not have responsibility for public health and 

socio-economic well-being. Diversity and balance of energy modes and the 

* David Morell (with others), Governmental Capabilities to Make Energy Fac-
ility Siting Decisions in New Jersey (Princeton University, Center for 
Environmental Studies, Reeort No. 48, March 1977 (Preliminary report). 



ability to accommodate energy innovation, rather than adherence to stereo

typed solutions, will be a critical test of state energy policy. If SEFA 

is constituted to incorporate such flexible strategies, it will be more than 

a convenience one-stop agency to expedite construction. 

I must register an objection to use of the term "energy parks" through-

out this proposed statute. These facilities may indeed be necessary for 

society, but the term "park" connotes a bucolic environment hardly likely to 

characterize such a facility. May I suggest that the statute be amended to 

include the term "energy clusters" or "energy centers" instead of "energy 

parks". 

Buffer Zones 

The provision for buffer zones around major energy facilities, including 

energy clusters, is deeply needed, and you are to be encouraged in pushing 

for inclusion of this concept in the bill. My research on 'Nuclear Energy 

Centers has focused on the importance of using a buffer zone to keep such 

facilities "at arm's length" from the society which they are designed to 

serve. In addition, my present research on the situation of residential 

development in the immediate vicinity of the Oyster Creek nuclear power plant 

in Ocean County illustrates the need for effective buffer zones -- enforced 

by the state -- even around single energy facilities. In the absence of an 

effective buffer zone, the number of residential d~ellings within four miles 

of this plant tripled in the period from 1965, when it was first approved 

by the Atomic Energy Commission, and 1976; going from 3,162 houses to 9,507. 

This shows what can happen if the state does not act to prevent p.rowth in the 

immediate vicinity of energy facilities. 
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Composition of SEFA 

One means of fostering a broad strategy for energy facility 

siting lies in the composition of SEFA. As proposed, the legislation man-

dates an interdisciplinary approach in its designation of five state agency 

heads. However, the designation of six appointees from the general pUblic 

is left open. To avoid an overweighting of any interests in their siting 

agencies, several states clearly define the affiliation of appointed members. 

For example, the five appointees from the general public in Connecticut's 

Power Facilities Evaluation Council include: 

"at leasttwo experienced in the field of ecology, and not more than 
one who has affiliation, past or present, with any utility or govern
mental utility regulatory agency, or with any person owning, operating, 
controlling, or presently contracting with respect to a facility." 

N~~ York state's Board on Electric Generation Siting and the Environment in-

eludes an "ad hoc" representative who is a resident of the political juris-

diction in which the facility is proposed. In addition, !leu York does not 

allow any member of its siting board to hold any official relationship to, 

or securities of, any utility corporation operating in the state, nor may 

appointees have been directors, officers or employees of such utilities. 

Although SEFA's general public members would be appointed t-Tith the 

advice and consent of the Senate, perhaps assuring some measure of balance, 

it would be prudent to build into the law a more positive means of guaranteed 

"public interest" input. This is especially important because, .:s written, 

Sl4~7 Goes not incorporate public hearings prior to construction of a facil-

ity but only calls for such comment prior to site selection. 

Public Participation inSEFA Decisions 

Beyond making SEFA's pUblic composition more explicit, the law should 

be anen~e~ to assure public hearings prior to the critical construction phase. 

In the Princeton study of siting laws in the Northeast, it is readily apparent 
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that most of these states show great deference to 'the public hearing process 

(as does 1407, but for site selection only). Maine and New Hampshire have 

pre-hearing conferences open to the public; Maine's Attorney General acts as 

Counsel for the public in the siting process. Maryland provides a People's 

Counsel in its siting procedure. Massachusetts has formulated procedures 

for public hearings at each step taken under its siting act, including: 

Long-range forecasts of energy needs, notice of intention to construct, peti

tions for a: Certificate of Environmental Impact and Public Need, and appli

cation for a certificate under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination 

System of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. Uew York, whose 

siting law is particularly meticulous in allowing broad public input, com

pensates local governments for obtaining expert advice and testimony in the 

hearing process. An innovative feature is provided whereby the applicant 

must make available $25,000 for this purpose, of which the unspent portion 

is rP.turned. 

Funding of SEFA 

One of the most innovative features of Maryland's unique power plant 

sitinn law is its establishment of an Environmental Trust Fund and Research 

Progra~t to carry out essentially the same functions listed in section 12 of 

the sr~A bill. Support for the fund comes from a surcharge which cannot 

exceed 0.3 mills per kilowatt-hour generated. Thus, those who use the most 

electricity pay a larger share into the fund. Each year the surcharge is set 

at a level necessary to support thesiting program. A rate of 0.22 mills per 

kilouatt hour was established in 1976, providing a 1977 budr,et of $7,136,573. 

This budget level allows a state staff of nine professionals, four secre

taries, and a contractural structure involving approximately 150 scientists. 

In an intensive study of this law, including a visit with ~~ryland state 

officials, we learned that evaluation of an individual energy site cost 

close to one million dollars. 



The funding provision in the SEFA law of $250,000 pales when compared to 

the resources available to Maryland's siting program. The Director of Maryland's 

siting program feels it operates easily, and attributes this success primarily 

to the program's unique funding and adequate budget which allow it to obtain 

"the best available talent in tfaryland". Broad public support seems to exist 

for the program, and there has been no perceptible citizen ob_iection to the 

monthly surcharge used to operate it. 

The advantage of such a fund as opposed to reliance on fees alone is 
I 

I 
I obvious in the substantial resources available to the state to carry out 

I 
! environmental impact studies and an intensive research pro~raR. Utilities 
I 

I 
i 

in Haryland rep.ortedly feel that the siting program has operated in their 

l 
I . 
I 

interest, as well as in the environmental interest, and th2t confrontation 

over siting has been minimized under the state's program. 

I . Like the SEFA proposal, other states charge fees to companies who apply 

I for peroits. In Massachusetts this fee schedule is clearly defined in its 
I 
I sitin~ law and is designed to cover most costs of operating the program, 

I although this does not appear to include the ambitious research program in 

Maryland or envisioned for New Jersey in 81407. Filing fees in ~1assachusetts 

for Certificates of Environ~ent~l !mpact and Public Need May not exceed $25,000 

! 
I • 

l 
long-range forecast fees for nouer plant facilities may not exceed $400,000, 

with each applicant being assesse1l a proportionate amount in relation to 

total kilowatt-hour sales with5.n the state; a maximum of Sl25,000 may be 

required from gas companies based on their proportion of gas revenues within 

the state. For a notice of intention to construct oil facilities, a maximum 

of S40n,ooo may be charged, based on expected capital investment. 

- t:"" -!>>--



Tax Structure 

Because this legislation features a provision for energy clusters, no 

discussion of this subject can pass without mention of the state tax 

structure which permits large financial benefits to accrue to individual 

municipalities for energy facilities in their midst. Even single energy 

facilities can have regional impact affecting the environment, infrastructure 

and socio-economic conditions in several surrounding municipalities which do 

not share at all in the tax benefits. Energy clusters would compound this 

inequity. 

If clustered siting strategies are followed, a close look must be taken 

at the allocation of revenues from the gross receipts and franchise taxes, 

and of traditional prooerty tax payments from energy facilities owned by 

private corporations rather than regulated utilities. The cluster, by 

definition, concentrates these facilities in a few nunicipalities. Tax 

revenues must be allocated more broadly if the clustered siting concept is 

to be accepted by the pUblic at large. 

Should the state adopt a clustered siting strater,y -- as proposed in Sl407 

and in some of my own research -- provisions for tax sharing across municipal 

boundaries become far more critical. Without new tax legislation -- however 

controversial this may be in today's political environment -- the Unbalance 

between costs and benefits will be far greater. rle~-1 Jersey has an operating 

example of tax sharins from new development across municipal boundaries. 

This is already done in ll! municipalities under the purview of the Hackensack 

Meadowlands Development Commission. This example could comprise the basis 

for developing state le~islation for municipal tax sharing from new energy 

facilities elsewhere in !.'le~v Jersey. 



Environmental Standards 

The implications of many other specific aspects of Sl407 must be scrut

inized more closely, particularly its predication on federal rather than 

state environmental iaws; the challenge it poses to the primacy of laws like 

CAFRA, Wetlands, Flood Plain and Riparian protection; its approval time 

frames (for example, allowing only 60 days for SEFA to publish an environmental 

evaluation of sites where lfaryland allows six months); and so on. Since 

others are expected to address at least some of these issues nore fully, I · 

will not pursue them further at this time. 

State vs. Local Authority 

For my remaining time, I would prefer to discuss the pov1er and authority 

of SEFA especially in relation to municipal and county governments. As con

·ceived, SEFA's powers appear to be as strong as any granted to state govern-

ments in energy facility siting anywhere in the country. For example, several 

state siting agencies have no local override at all, and others share their 

powers equally with other state agencies. For example, in ~faryland the Public 

Service Commission can veto the recommendations of the power plant siting ad-

ministrator, thus presreving a measure of check and balance. 

In contrast, SEFA, as proposed, would be completely autonomous. In order 

to gain acceptance and achieve its valuable goal of state initiative, amendments to 

the SEFA proposal should be considered to grant other levels of government a 

greater role in the siting decision-making process. County ~lanners appear 

to be doing most of the planning related to energy facility siting. Yet the 

land use authority required to implement these plans resides either with the 

municipalities or with the state. Coordination of county planning with sub-

sequent state or local decisions emerges as a critical gap in the present sit-

uation. One alternative might be to devise a method to increase the counties' 



authority to implement their own siting plans, at least for defined energy 

facilities. This would recognize the "greater than local" significance of 

these energy facilities without interjecting total state primacy into the 

siting process. County decisions thus would reduce the influence of local 

parochialism over pursuit of tax ratables. 

I am concerned about the degree to which SEFA would have total authority 

over approval or denial of proposed energy facilities, over-riding the 

authority of all other state agencies and of county and municipal governments. 

Obviously the intent of this "one stop permitting" is to ensure timely, 

efficient regulatory action on all energy facilities. Such organizational 

efficiency is a laudatory goal; but equity, legitimacy and political parti-

cipation are also important issues which we neglect in any political process 

only at our long-term peril. 

In particular, I would encourage this committee ~o reassess the concept 

of over-riding all roles for county and municipal governments in energy 

facility siting. In my opinion, a balanced siting process could be devised 

which would combine efficiency, equity and participation, accomplishing the 

same objectives which you have in mind for SEFA without risking the alienation 

of people who feel they have lost control over their own local destiny to 

faceless bureaucrats in Trenton. Moreover, I suspect that providing such a 

balanced approach to siting approval in the bill would ease passage of this 

controversial legislation, an objective not to be ignored. 

The process I have in mind would proceed as follows. SEFA would com-

plete its Statewide Energy Facilities Plan as in the bill at present. When 

companies were ready to construct their new facilities, either at locations 

included in the plan, or not, their construction proposals would be submitted 

for initial review to the appropriate local government in that area (under 



present New Jersey law, the municipality; a shift to the county level for 

energy facilities would seem preferable). This would give the local govern-

ment -- and its citizens -- the right of first refusal for an energy facility 

proposed within their boundaries, thereby enhancing the degree of meaningful 

public participation in this decision and expanding the overall legitimacy 

of the siting process. Specific time deadlines could be established so that 

the locality would reach its decision without undue delay. 

If the proposed energy facility were located at a site or "energy park" 

previously approved by SEFA, local approval could be followed rapidly by 

state approval. SEFA, along with other state agencies, would simply have to 

determine that this facility at that location met appropriate environmental 

standards. 

If the local government chose to reject the proposed energy facility, 

for whatever reason, a balanced siting process would allow for state over-

ride of this local decision, on the basis that the facility was of state-

wide significance. However, it might be preferable to restrict use of this 

positive authority to the legislature rather than to SEFA. This would help 

ensure use of an open, participan~ political process in reaching this import-

ant decision, thereby providing local residents with full access to a deci-

sion which would affect them so directly. Frequently the public hearings 

process of executive branch agencies is woefully inadequate in this regard. 

Again a time deadline could be imposed for state action. An alternative 

approach to involving the legislature directly is to allow SEFA to over-ride 

local rejections of proposed sites, but only in those locations stipulated 

in the statewide SEFA plan (which is approved by the legislature). 



This concept rejects the idea of a local veto for energy facilities, 

because parochialism cannot be left unchallenged. At the same time, it 

rejects a total pre-emptory state over-ride, giving local governments a gen

uine initial role in the siting process and limiting state positive authority 

so that it will be used only in cases of true statewide significance. Effie-

iency, equity and participation ~be combined, and doing so will enhance 

passage of this legislation and create a more legitimate siting process. 

S-1494 and S-1721: 
Nuclear P.eassessment 

The slowing or halting of nuclear power development in llew Jersey must 

be seen in the context of a total state energy strategy. If this strategy 

includes vigorous pursuit of enerp,y conservation and use of alternate sources 

of energy such as cogeneration, coal and solar (as I believe it should), then 

the need for nuclear facilities will diminish dramatically. Conservation --

energy efficiency, not energy abstinence -- is still our best energy producer. 



With broad applic~. ':ion it will afford us time to develop alternate sources, 

negating the pressure to commit our destinies to a nuclear economy. Since 

the 1973-74 oil embargo, many energy conservation bills have languished in 

legislative committees. What is needed here is the energy and sense of 

urgency to push them through to passage. 
IJ. 

Both Sl494 and Sl721, based on similar measures in California, have 

merit and are deserving of support. It is incongruous, however, that at the 

same time the state legislature is considering the slowing of nuclear develop-

ment (Sl494 specifically provides for nuclear power plant cut backs to 60% of 

generating capacity initially), approvals have been granted for three~ 

such facilities.-- Forked River in Ocean County (one reactor) and Hope Creek 

I I . in Salem County (two reactors). The two floating nuclear plants (Atlantic 

I Generating Station) remain a live proposal. The need for these facilities 

was determined prior to current thinking on conservation and alternate sources, 

and a reassessment of their necessity and desirability definitely is in order. 

A principal objective of Sl494 is a waiver of the Price-Anderson Act 

limiting the financial liability of utility companies for nuclear accidents. 

A court decision last week (March 31) struck down Price-Anderson as an un-

constitutional deprivation of property without due process of law and throws 

this issue open again. This comes at a time when rising construction costs, 

unreliable operation and a diminished demand for electricity already have 

caused cancellation cf quite a nlli~er of nuclear plant projects. 

The expression of concern about nuclear power embodied in these bills, 

particularly centering on radioactive waste disposal, is echoed in many other 

states in the nation. In early 1976, at least 28 states were considering 
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some type of law to curtail nuclear power. In Rhode Island and Vermont, for 

example, state law grants to the legislatures final approval or denial auth

ority for nuclear power plant construction. 

These concerns about nuclear energy illustrate several basic questions 

facing most states, ·including !lew Jersey: To what extent will they become 

dependent on nuclear energy? To what degree is this dependence acceptable? 

How can we begin to implement viable alternatives? And, can a state control 

its own destiny in this regard? 

Federal Preemption and State Legislation 

Federal preemptive authority in the area of energy facility siting differs 

vastly from one fuel type to another. It is overwhelming in nuclear energy 

and natural gas., almost non-existent in oil and coal. The proposed SEFA bill 

. does not reflect these distinctions. I assume, therefore, that SEFA is to 

exercise state authority over all these energy forms, facing the issue of 

federal pre-emption squarely and accepting a court challenge if necessary. 

My own research indicates that the state's riparian statutes provide a strong 

basis for challenging federal authority even in the area of nuclear energy, 

where the Atomic Energy Act tends to override even traditional state author

ity over land use. 

The ~ederal preemption issue must be sidestepped on occasion if the 

pUblic at large is to have any hope of meaningful participation in the energy 

debate, including siting questions. The California referendum item last 

year Proposition 15 -- was almost unintelligible, because its sponsors 

were attempting to avoid federal preemption. And their choice of language 

surely cost them many votes. In contrast, the Atlantic County Freeholders 

• 
-- ' .,/ , 



chose to use simple language in the November 1974 referendum item: 

"Do you want a floating nuclear power plant located in the Atlantic 
Ocean off the coast of Atlantic County?" 

I 

Faced with responding to a clear question rather than to verbose confusion, 

these people voted "No" by a 2:1 margin. I encourage your use of such lan-
/ 

guage in these various energy siting bills, especially those related to 

nuclear energy. 

Conclusions 

Addressing the overall subject of energy facility sitinR, we must con-

elude that development of a state strategy is imperative. This strategy must 

set out the state's objectives as the basis for implementation of coordinated 

regulatory actions. Until these goals are made clear, government decision-

makers, representatives of the energy companies and members of the general 

public cannot avoid confusion and uncertainty. In such a situation, other-

wise avoidable impacts of undesirable facility siting cannot be escaped. 

Development of this state siting strategy requires forceful political 

leadership, to date notable by its absence in this state. Perhaps all 

gubernatorial candidates, from both major political parties, can be urged 

to articulate their views :of a preferred state strategy to cope with siting 

impacts, particularly addressing themselves to the nuclear issue. Each candi-

date should be asked to state the objectives to be sought and the overall 

state approach to the energy challenges. Their comments on state override 

authority v. a balanced siting process would be particularly useful. These 

are all fundamentally political issues, and the political process is the 

best forum for such goals to emerge. 
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Senator Russo, members of the Senate Energy and Environment Committee, 

my name is David Lloyd. I am here today to present the views of the Council 

on Energy of the New Jersey Business and Industry Association. The Council 

is concerned with the energy available to supply the industry and commerce 

of our State. ~Je welcome the opportunity to present our vie\'IS on behalf 

of the 13,000 member companies of NJBIA. 

Let me open by quoting from a recent analysis of New Jersey's appeal 

to business. 1 

"New Jersey's competitive position fer industry requires 

attention. In the last seven years, Ne\'1 Jersey has lost 

over 20% of its factory jobs. The State currently accounts 

for 3.9% of the nation's manufacturing jobs, compared to 4.5% 

in 1970. 

The question facing the State is: 'H01.·1 shall \'Je attract the 

business investment needed to CREATE NEH JOBS?' 

The answer lies in identifying areas of weakness and areas 

of strength as perceived by the business decision makers who 

determine \'/here the new jobs-producing facility will be located, 

or \'/here existing facilities will be expanded." .• 

Higher energy costs - a competitive weakness -will result in 

fewer jobs! The three bills before you, in our opinion, will 

unnecessarily raise the cost of electrical energy. And they will 

serve to aggravate Nev1 Jersey's unemployment problem by hurting not 

1"A S ummary Report: A Program to Strengthen iie\'1 Jersey's Competitive 
Position for Business and Industry." The Fantus Company 

,..... 
- {p J -
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helping,the economic environment. 

The Energy Council is concerned with all forms of energy available 

to iie\·1 Jersey business and industry. This winter, '.'le have suffered from 

shortages of natural gas; our workers suffered with us -- some 50,000. 

were laid-off at one time or another. Everyone is paying much more for 

oil. ~Je are keenly aware that it. is imported from countr;es who raise 

the price to suit their economies, not ours. Coal, once simple to use, 

is surrounded by rigorous environmental constraints. 

Which of these raw forms of energy will the electric utility convert 

to electricity in the future? Coal may be one answer if we can finally 

meet our strict environmental codes at a reasonable price. But certainly, 

we can and do make electricity from nuclear energy. Currently, almost 

1/4 of New Jersey's electricity is generated by nuclear plants; in the 

future, a greater percentage \·Jill be nuclear po\·lered. In our opinion, 

nuclear powered electricity is a strength for New Jersey. t~e believe 

its presence will help encourage business to invest here, and to provide 

jobs for our peop1e. 

The premise of Senate Bill S-1494, as Ne understand it, is that 

substantial questions remain in the minds of many people concerning the 

safety and reliability of nuclear pm·1er plants. t·Je trust that people 

will continue to question and to assure themselves that nuclear power 

is both safe and reliable. He also trust the judgement of some 40 million 

people in seven states - Arizona, Colorado, f'lontana, Oregon, Ohio, 

Washington and California- who considered the questions, and who voted 

to go forward with nuclear power. 
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Many of the issues raised here were raised in those seven states. 

They are national issues, e~plored by agencies of Federal and State 

Governments, with extensive coverage by t~levision, radio, newspapers 

and magazines. After all this exposure of the questions concerning 

nuclear power, the people through their governments, are determined to 

proceed. If S-1494 passes, however, ~·le~tl Jcrsey•s approach will be 

11 delay and derate .. - hardly an economic stimulant. 

S-1721 starts with the same premise -the public•s questions -and 

calls for certain stringent conditions before any nuclear power generating 

plant is permitted to use New Jersey land. Our own question is 11WOuld 

these stringent conditions benefit the public or would they only hamper 

the development of future energy supplies? .. 

The statement accompanying the bill says that S-1721 is modeled 

after legislation passed in California. Their experience to date has 

been that the bill is nearly impossible to administer! He suggest that 

this bill be held pending further review of California•a experience. 

Senate Bill 1407 reflects a concept deserving of our support, 

the 11 Single location permit process ........ It sounds like a business

like approach, and in principle could offer help to industry. But the 

Energy Council is not convinced that this legislation will work. 

The bill vJOuld create a nev1 agency; it does not eliminate or reduce 

the involvement of State government agencies now affecting energy policy, 

such dS the Department of Environmental Protection. Thus, this new state 

agency would be an additional regulatory hurdle for energy producers; 
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the hoped-for business-like approach will have become just another business 

obstacle. 

The New Jersey Business and Industry Association believes that all 

potential sources of energy, for both industry and the home, must be 

developed and made available to i~ew Jersey. Having suffered some of the 

ill effects of the "energy crisis, .. \'Je cannot ignore it. He understand 

that international politics -which we can't control -and federal policies 

limit our energy options. It is difficult to see why we should impose 

further limits of our own. 

S-1407 should be geared to assist energy suppliers in their efforts 

to provide economical energy to our factories, businesses and homes. 

Its provisions should be tied to our economic needs and expectations 

and to our future development plans. He submit that instead of helping, 

it will be seen as only making the existing process even more cumbersome. 

He respectfully submit that the public interest and more specifically 

the interests of the 13,000 businesses of the New Jersey Business and 

Industry Association are not served by the bills before you. Thank you 

for this opportunity to present our vi e\oJS. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
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Members of the New Jersey Petroleum Council have reviewed pro-

visions of Senate Bill 1407, ''The State Energy Facility Agency Act," 

and have found this measure to be of significant importance to the 

state's petroleum industry and its future energy supply outlook. 

Although the bill has laudable objectives, we believe that a 

law of this type as proposed would be counter-productive and should not 

be enacted. 

As a basic objection, we feel the legislation proposed fails to 

recognize the regional aspects of energy development and of interstate 

commerce considerations. Because energy development is regional or 

national in scope, it is inappropriate to undertake this planning on 

a state basis. 

Among our more specific objections, we do not believe a 25-year 

Energy Facilities Plan requicement is either practical or meaningful. 

At the present time petroleum companies find it virtually impossible to 

plan forward on facilities for a period longer than five years. Even 

that period is difficult because of governmental and other uncertain-

ties. Under the planning dynamics of the petroleum industry, a refinery, 

mine, explor:>tory program, petrochemical complex, etc., cannot be realis-

tically targeted without knowing market conditions, construction costs, 

raw material availability, regulatory requirements, and so forth. 



The detailing of future plans also poses problems of confiden-

tiality and trade secrets. The revealing of plans to outside sources 

would be anti-competitive in nature. It would restrict the flexibility 

necessary to make proper business decisions. 

Since much of the state's interest in energy facility siting 

apparently stems from the possibility of offshore energy production, 

it also should be noted that companies in the energy business find it 

impossible as of now to know their requirements themselves, let alone 

tell them to others. First it must be determined what the size of 

offshore discoveries may be, where they will be located and where and 

by wl~t method they can be brought ashore. Until these facts are 

known, which could be years in the future, a planning scenario is 

clearly impractical. 

l~le also strongly object to the concept of establishing "Energy 

Parks 11 wherein energy facilities would be clustered. This concept 

would be erroneous in the case of refineries and other facilities which 

require easy access to water and to their own existing distribution 

systems. The state by requiring such clustering of energy facilities 

would be putting all its eggs into one basket. It would be wiser to 

seek dispersion of such facilities for better security, local acceptance 

and other reasons. 

There are other objections, as well: 

The definition in the bill of "energy-related industry" could 

very easily be interpreted to include almost any firm or company which 



does business witn the oil industry. Does this mean that a trucking 

company, for example,, that did not. identify itself as an "energy

related industry" is precluded from doing business with the oil 

industry, or if it does do business with the oil industry, is it in 

violation of the law? Can the law be interpreted to mean that every 

business which does business with energy companies must submit long

range plans? 

In general, we of the petroleum industry do not feel that the 

adoption of S-1407 would be helpful in expediting action to improve 

the state's energy picture. If anything we believe the creation of 

a new agency would add to bureaucratic red tape, rather than lessen 

it. He suggest that the bill be set aside pending revie~-1 of a Federal 

energy policy which is expected to be announced in the near future. 

We also suggest that a more sensible action for now would be the 

.establishment of tighter time limits for approval of energy permits. 

Recently the state has required permit answers within 90 days for 

other than energy industries. Extending· such a limit to energy facil

ities would be extremely helpful. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. We stand 

ready to assist the Committee in its attempt to improve the permit 

approval process for construction of energy facilities. Such a step 

would be clearly in the public interest. 

~ 
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1. My name is Paul Pulitzer. A citizen of the United States of America 

and a resident of the State of New Jersey, I am the Director of the 

Office of Public Information and Affairs of the American Society for 

Environmental Education and my organization's accredited delegate to 

the United Nations Organization in general and to the United Nations 

Environment Progr&llllle in particular. 

lA. I am submitting this statement as a concerned citizen and resident 

of the State of lev Jersey, who is unalterably opposed to the so-called 
"NUCLEAR REASSESSMENT ACT" as vri tten and implacably opposed to its ob

vious intent on the grounds that, its passage into law, would enhance 

neither a pr.ctical solution to our state's energy crisis, the preser

vation and protection of our human environment, nor the uplifting of 

our quality of life. 

lB. In submitting my statement, I owe no allegiance of any kind to 

any vested interest, whether organizational, corporate, or otherwise, 

and I am offering it solely in the best interests, welfare, and se -

curity of the State of lev Jersey and its residents. 

-Jv-@... NaliOIIIJl offices 
locat~d on the campus of 

Governors State University 
Park Forest South. llliaois 60466 
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2. Because the motivation behind my personal statement in the important 

matter under discussion at this public hearing today may be subjected to 

question by those opposed to any compromise on the question of environ

mental purism, it merits explanation. 

Ever since I attended the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment held in Stockholm, Sweden, several years ago, I have been an 

advocate of the principles and recommendations adopted by the delegates 

to this international meeting of concerned governments and subsequently 

endorsed by the world's family of nations, including our own country wha5e 

government subscribed to a commitment of 1100,000,000 to help underwrite 

the cost ot establishing the United Nations Environment Programme. These 

principles and recommendations incorporated the concept of maintaining 

an equal balance between the world's need for economic stability and itg· 

need for a liveable human environment-. in ·order to ·assure domestic sta -

bility and tranquility. Of course, the advocates of environmental purism 

refused to accept or ta abide by these principles and recommendations 

and, as a result of the lobbying efforts of this vigorous minority here, 

in the United States, our government, with good intentions, adopted mea

sures to bring environmental pollution under control that proved inimical 

to our economic best interests, while impacting significant progress in 

improving the 8tate of the human environment. As a matter of fact, de

spite the millions of dollars spent so far in our efforts to improve the 

quality of life in America, and in spite of the new technologies deve -

lpped to expedite abatement processes, the air we breathe, the water we 

drink, and the food we eat can still kill us. 
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In the presidential message of transmission to the Congress affixed 

to the "Seventh Annual Report ot the Council on Bnvironmental Quality 

(1976}", tor example, former President, Gerald R. Ford, wrote: "••••••• 

Since the adoption ot the lational Environmental Policy Act (1969), Amari-
' 

cans have made measurable progress in safeguarding, nurturing, and redeem-

ing our natural heritage. Many other countries have joined in recognizing 

that misuse and·irresponsible exploitation of ·the- globe threatens the well-

being of humanity. Yet, progress has been neither even nor universal •••• " 

A study of the contents of this governmental report, which vas pre-

pared under the chairmanship of Russell W. Peterson, reveals that, tor the 

first time, the failure ot imbalanced, cost-benetitlese environmentalism 

is admitted and as follows:. "We have not yet attained", the report con-

eludes, "the primary standards in many regions and the energy shortage and 

the recession have increased the concern that ve are attempting to do too 

much too fast ••••• " I submit that S-1721/S-1494 is perpetuating this 

error in practical judgment. 

The root cause of our failure to achieve significant progress in im-

proving the state of our human environment, I believe, is the kind of en-

vironmental radicalism which distorts the truth with suppositions to stimu-

late a climate of unreasonable fear in order to impose its will upon the 

majority through the "Politics of Ecology". This is wrong. This is self-

defeating from an environmental point of view and it is against our best 

interests, welfare, and· security. ·This, then, is the sole reason why I 

have been motivated to make this statement and in the hope that, what I 
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have to say about the matter being discussed today, will receive equal con

sideration with opinions in opposition. 

3. Before proceeding, however, permit me to make it crystal clear that I lay 

no claim to being either an environmental scientist or academician, an atomic 

scientist or physicist, or a qualified expert on nuclear power plant operat

ions. I do, however, lay claim to being able to read coherent English and to 

digest the substance of what I read and that, like most of the concerned peo

ple appearing at tt~s public hearing today and like most of those expressing 

their personal opinions for the record, I, too, have read, studied, and di -

gested a great·deal of the ·vast·amount· of information·published on the pros 

and cons of the super-sensitive, nuclear power plant issue. In this endeavor, 

I have tried to relate what I had been able to learn to the best interests, 

welfare, and security of our country and'to the best interests, welfare, and 

security of the State of New Jersey. To be sure, I did, indeed, include the 

Atlantic City area in this learning experience. 

4. Obviously ignoring the fact that public health and safety has already been 

endangered by the fallout from environmental contamination not attributable 

to nuclear power plant operations, the organized opposition to the employment 

of such facilities, as one of several ways and means available to help re -

solve the energy crisis for the ~hort-term and to help.achieve energy inde

pendence for the long-term, has repeatedly voiced what appears to be on the 

surface credible, and thus accept,ble, reasons for their militant position 

and these arguments are a matter of public record. On the other hand, the 

-1~-
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advocates ot nuclear power plants, including such facilities as the proposed 

Atlantic Generating Station, have also registered their opinions. And, these, 

too~ are a matter or public record. Consequently, to repeat these tor-and

asainst arguments would be a wasteful exercise in rhetorical redundancy. Par

ticularly, in view ot the tact that, tor each and every pro-nuclear opinion 

there is an anti-nuclear rebuttal and vice-versa. Unfortunately, this has 

-created a situation whereby the nuclear power plant issue at this point in 

time remains in a smoldering state of stalemate, while the burning question 

or a critical shortage in energy has yet to be hosed down to defuse the socio

economic and e~vironmental pressures exerted upon those of us who can least 

afford such luxuries - which includes most of the residents of the State of 

New Jersey and the vast majority of the American people. I submit that this 

intolerable state ot affairs represents a dia-seztice to the best interests, 

welfare, and security ot our state and ot our nation as a whole. 

5. I further suggest that, while thei_r e:z:pressed concern for public health 

and safety may be commendable, those who are organized in militant oppo -

sition to nuclear power plant operations here, in the State of New Jersey 

in general and anywhere in the vicinity of Atlantic City in particular, have 

based their arguments upon suppositions of catastrophic disasters and not 

upon hard evidence substantiating such claims. And, I also submit that those, 

who advocate the utilization of nuclear power plants, have based their re

buttals upon hard evidence attributable to the past performance records ot 

e:z:isting facilities, including references ··to ·incidences of so-called "acci

dents" in some installations. 
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6. What I consider to be a remarkable phenomenon, indeed, is the fact that, 

while those who are adamantly opposed to the utilization of nuclear power 

plants, most of whom have never bad any practical experience in such oper

ations and most of whom have no academic credentials as nuclear physicists 

or scientists, have enjoyed more than a fair hearing in the press, over the 

radio, and on TV, the advocates of nuclear power plants, most of whom do 

qualify as experts in their fields, have yet to enjoy the same privilege. 

In ~·iew of the high stakes being jeopardized by this kind of censorship, I 

find it not unreasonable to believe that such tactics are not only unfair, 

but a miscarriage of justice. I further suggest that, judging by the con

tents of S-1721/S-1494, this· one-aided approach is being extended in the 

sense that the so-called Nuclear Reassessment Act presumes. to underwrite 

the argume~ts of the anti-nuclear elements while placing the pro-nuclear 

advocates upon the defensive. It is not unreasonable to believe, there

fore, that S-1721/S-1494, while professing to be concerned with public 

health and safety, has been deliberately designed to attain a specific 

objective, regardless of arguments to the contrary. Personally, I find 

this strategy objectionable and unacceptable. 

7. Whethar we like- it or- not-, ve:·must admit that, from an environmental 

prOteetion and humanitarian point·of ·view, we Americans and Jerseyans, 

as well as all of the other peoples·inhabiting our planet, would have 

much less to worry about today had we not opted to research, develop, 

and bluep:.;.'int the introduction of the Nuclear Age on the stages of Naga

saki and Hiroshima. Ve not on~ applauded these deadly orchestrations, 

but were·an enthusiastic party to them and most of us, at th4t time, 

accepted the idea of living with what we created. Fro11 a balantK1~, cost-
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benefit point.of view, therefore, our present concern for the public interest 

dictates that, because we are responsible for the emergence of nuclear tech

nology and its subsequent profitable exportation abroad, and have more or less 

accepted the calculated risk of employing it for national defense and for the 

generation of electrical power, at least up to the present date, we have no 

other recourse, under the present circumstances of an economic-energy emer -

gency in our country, but to honor and to 11 ve vi th the awesome responsi -

bilities we have assumed. It is far too late nov to risk banning that which 

we have created and on the questionable grounds that it nov poses a lethal 

threat to planetary and human survival. Particularly, in view of the fact 

that we no longer possess the exclusive franchise for the nuclear technology 

we had developed and employed to end World War II and those nations, to whom 

we sold franchises to afterwards, are not about to invite national suicide 

or bankruptcy by refraining from utilizing it for defensive, aggressive, or 

peaceful purposes because of sincere concern for the state of the human en

vironment. Under these lamentable conditions, we simply cannot afford to 

unilaterally outlaw the utilization of our own nuclear capabilities either 

by state fiat or by national policy. 

8. I suggest that S-1721/S-1494, as well as the people supporting this bill, 

expect to assure public health and safet,y by demanding guarantees of a sate 

energy conversion process on a large scale. But, this expectation does not 

take into consideration the fact that there is no such thing as a fail-safe 

source of energy and that there cannot be such assurances until and unless 

- l''i-

... 
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we research and develop more exotic alternatives to present-day technological 

capabilities. Because such research and development will require a great deal 

of time and vast amounts of money, which happen to be commodities in very 

abort supply today, it stands to reason that, for the short-term, we are stuck 

with the absolute need to increase the domestic production of oil, petroleum. 

products, natural gas, coal, and electricity produced by nuclear power. This 

increase, of course, must be accomplished under effective environmental con -

trols. 

Energy, in essence, is the capacity for doing work and, as long as man 

is fallible, there is alw41s the possibility that it will do the wrong kind 

of work. To ask for or demand absolutely safe energy and to expect such assur

ances by means of legislation, therefore, is much the same thing as asking for 

or demanding that energy be generated by incombustible fuel. In this sense, 

I believe, S-1721/S-1494 is demanding the absolutely impossible and it is not 

unreasonable to assume that its authors are aware of this impossibility. 

9. I do not claim, however, that nuclear power is fail-safe. But, I do suggest 

that, based upon the past performance records of operating nuclear power plants, 

nuclear power is safer, either from ar. environmental point of view or otherwise, 

than any other form of large-scale energy conversion yet invented. I also sub

mit that these nuclear power plants around the country have been operating 

under the most rigid safety controls imaginable and that, in fact, t~~se·e~n

trols exceed in rigidity any of the controls imposed upon other sources of 

~uergy. I further submit that, while it is true that accidents have occurred 

-~-
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in some facilities, it is also true that the built-in safety systems worked, 

~despread publicity to the contrary not withstanding. 

10. At this point in my statement, I would like to refer to several suppos

itions repeatedly voiced every time the nuclear power plant issue surfaces 

as a matter of debate, and by individuals fearful of nuclear power. 

Some people really believe, or have been led to believe, that a nuclear 

power plant can explode like an atom bomb. The truth of the matter is that 

such an explosion is physically impossible with the type of uranium used to 

fuel reactors. 

9 

Other people really believe, or have been led to believe, that living 

anywhere n-ear a.·:nuclear power plant exposes them to lethal radiation. The 

truth of the matter is that every one of us is exposed daily to more radia

tion from sources other than nuclear power plants and that, of the total 

amount of radiation we are exposed to daily or periodically, that attrib

utable to nuclear power plants is by far the least. For example: from natur

al background radiation sourc~s, we are exposed to 35 millirems a year from 

cosmic rays; 5 millirems from the air we breathe; 34 millirems from building 

materials used in our homes; 25 millirems from the food we eat; and 11 milli

rems·from the ground. From man-made sources of radiat~on, we are exposed to 

5 millirems every_ time we take a coast-to-coast jet flight; l millirem from 

color television; 50 millirems from only one chest x-ray; and, from living 

within a 50-mile radius of a nuclear power plant, we are exposed to about 

0.01 millirems a year, which is so small as to be irrevelent. 
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I suggest that, in view of the irrefutable facts mentioned, it would be 

far more constructive, from an environmental point of view in particular, if 

those of us, who profess to be so concerned over the state of the human en

vironment, and who profess to be so concerned over public health and safety, 

would devote ~ome of the time dissipated by anti-nuclear power activism to 

other areas ot far:: greater danger to public health and satety than nuclear 

power plants and such as the conta~tion of the air.w• breathe,· the water 

-we- drink, and the food we eat:'by""'"saurces :other· thaD:·.JU1Clear. I submit ·that" 

it· was astonishing, indeed, to witness the· prevailing quietude when, as a 

direct result of-nuclear testing in Red China, some of the lethal fallout 

therefrom paid a visit to our shores and to our land, contaminating en -

route our air, our water, and our soil. 

11. I submit that, perhaps, the senatorial authors of S-1721/1494, who merit 

applause for their sincere concern tor ·public health and safety, were unduly 

influenced in their prior deliberations over methodology by the suppositions 

promulgated as positive facts by the opponents of nuclear power plants and, 

consequently, did not take into serious consideration the counter-arguments 

posed by the ot~er side to the question. I turther submit that, perhaps, the 

said senatorial authors of S-1721/S-1494 remain unaware of what was said at 

the recent Second Annual Energy and Conservation Conference and Exposition 

and which is as follows: 

1. New Jersey and other industrialized states will experience crippling 

shortages of electricity by the early 1980s unless new r.uclear or coal power 

plants are built soon. 

- 11-
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2. Proj.ected energy shortages will lead to increased unemployment, in

tlation; social instability, and .-jor economic disruptions that will threat

en the institutions of freedom and set the state for totalitarianism. 

3. The Carter Administration's plan to scrap the nuclear fast breeder 

reactor program could result in dire social and economic consequences for 

the United States. 

4. If the federal government does not support the nuclear efforts, we 

could st~rt seeing electrical shortages by 1979 or 1980. 

5. France and other countries, with no fuel resources, will develop 

the breeder reactor, which produces more nuclear fuel tha~ it consumes in 

the process of· generating electricity and the United States may be making 

a grave mistake by scaling down nuclear power at a time when the benefits 

are just beginning to be felt. 

6. New Jersey's energy needs will increase 4o% by 1990 and action 

must be taken now to ensure the state's econo~ is not weakened by con -

stant energy shortages. The natural gas crisis of January and February 

(1977) resulted in 50,000 layoffs throughout.the state, and a loss of 

115,000,000 in wages, revenues, and unemployment benefits. 

For the reasons mentic~a. I further·suggest that, because S-1721/ 

S-1494 does not re-flect any concern whatsoever with the opinions of ex

perts, it was designed to favor the anti-nuclear elements only. And, because 

- 9~-
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~c~ prejudice is obvious in the slant and contents of the Nuclear Re -

assessment Act proposed, it is suggested that its authors withdraw it·· 

for further consideration. Moreover, I suggest that, if this public hear

ing is supposed to be meaningful in any way, the total input should be 

considered as the basis for such additional consideration, and not just 

that segment of it that endorses S-1721/S-1494 as it nov stands. 

12. I suggest that, as far as the nuclear power plant issue may be con -

cerned, a great deal of bias exists in favor of the suppositions voiced 

by those who oppose the employment of nuclear power as a means to an 

end. However, I do admit that this is understandable in view of the fact 

that, whether factual or otherwise, the charges of the anti-nuclearists 

attract almost instantaneous publicity, while the rebuttals of.the pro

nuclearists are either ignored, ridiculed, or simply brushed aside. How 

this unfairness shapes up in actual practice, is not too difficult to 

illustrate. 

13. Those who are militantly opposed to nuclear power plants assert that 

their allegations enjoy the endorsement of many scientists and, to some 

degree, this claim is true. However, a close study of the qualifications 

of these ~ scientists reveals that most of them are not nuclear phys

icists or scientists and that few, if any, of them ever had any practical 

experience in nuclear power operations. Yet, what these ~many scientists" 

had to say about the dangers of nuclear power plants, has been reported 

nationwide under banner headlines. 
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On the other side of the coin, those who advocate the employment of 

nuclear power plants also claim to have endorsements from thousands ot 

scientists and engineers, many of them pre-eminent in the field of nu -

clear physics and the like. For example: in February, 1975, thirty-three 

outstanding scientists signed a statement in support of nuclear energy, 

among them such Nobel Prize winners in physics as Dr. Alvarez; 'Dr. Bar

dean; Dr. Bethe; Dr. Block; Dr. Purcell; Dr. Rabi; and Dr. Wigner, all of 

whom have had practical experience with nuclear power plant operations 

and some of them, lik3 Dr. Bethe and Dr. Wig.ner, for example, are among 

the original developers of nuclear reactors. Nevertheless, the voice of 

these experts has been buried under a blanket of silence. 

The following have also endorsed nucle~ power: the American Nuclear 

Society; the 18,000-member Power Engineering Society; the 170,000-member 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; the 69,000-member 

Society of Professional Engineers; the 39,000-member American Institute 

of Chemical Engineers; the 3,400-member Health Physics Society; and many 

other professional organizations. Nevertheless,.the voice of these groups 

has been buried under a bl~et of silence. 

On the second anniversary of the Arab oil embargo, for example, 

25,000 scientists and engineers signed a "Declaration of Energy Independ

ence" urging increased use of nuclear power and coal and presented their 

petition in the White House in 1975. Nevertheless, the voice of these 

experts has been buried under a blanket of silence. 
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14. I submit that those vh~ advocate the utilization of nuclear power, in

cluding those among them ~ho possess impeccable credentials as experts in 

the field of nucleonics, hAve been treated with arrogance and with un -· 

conscionable disres~ect by those who have no expertise at all in this area. 

I further submit that, those who have no expertise in the field of nuc -

leonics or nuclear energy, have compounded their arrogance and unconscion

able disrespect by charging the knowledgeable with a conflict of interest 

and demandi~gtha~·sucn·experts Should disqualify themselves for two rea

sons: 1) - the matter is not a technical ·issue,- but a moral one; and 2) -

·the ·-experts· have a eareer at stake, therefore their judgment is clouded 

with monetary inteTest. This kind of attitude is not only asinine, but 

positively ridiculous. It also exemplifies why it is that the nuclear 

power plant issue continues to remain as a stalemated debate detrimental 

to the best intere~ts of the nation as a whole. Therefor~ it is not un

reasonable to assume that, what we Americans have to fear is not nuclear 

power plants per se, but a tyranny of a minority. 

15. I submit that the root cause, or the nitty-gritty, of what the debate 

over the nuclear power plant issue is all about has been completely over

looked in the heat cf battle. The root cause, or nitty-gritty, of course, 

is economic stability fueled by a free-flow of sufficient low-cost energy 

to meet increasing deaands. Nov, what this boils down to is this: either 

we stop fooling around and unplug the bcttleneck, or we will certainly 

hava much worse to worry about than public health and safety or nuclear 

power plants. 
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16. Because energy shortages has led to and will lead to even more unemploy

ment, inflation, social instability, and major economic disruptions that will 

threaten the institutions of freedom and set the stage for possible totalit

arianism,· unless we do· something- conatnu:tive· about--the· problem. ·now:, I submit 

that; along with other poss±ble·solutions,and. available alternatives; includ

ing forced-conservation, we must accept·the·calculated risk of utilizing nu

clear power as only one of the ways and means to help check and reduce our 

increasing dependency upon high-cost imports from unreliable sources abroad 

•••••• a dependency, by tha way, that is undermining our national best inter

ests, welfarst and security through drainage of our economic substance, the 

ignition and sustainance of double-digit inflation, and the kindling of vide

spread unemployment. Of course, some of those who are opposed to nuclear 

power at all costs, continue to act up as if they could not care less what 

happens to the rest of the country and all of the American people, just as 

long as they can have their own way. It is not unreasonable to assume, there

fore, that such selfishness cannot be equated with sincere concern for the 

state of the human environment or for public health and safety. 

17. I further suggest tr~t our capabilities to cope with the problem of en

vironmental degradation are dependent upon and inter-related with the state 

of our national and state economy and that, as both of these economies are 

presently unstable because of the gap between domestic supply of energy and 

demand, there is no more urgent problem confronting the nation, as well as 

all New Jerseyans, than finding immediate ways and means to resolve the 

energy crisis without adversely impacting what is already a contaminated 

human environment. In my opinion, one of these ways and means is the employ

ment of nuclear power for the short-term. 
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18. I submit that the senatorial authors of S-1721/S-1494 ;ere either un-

aware of or deliberately ignored the contribution made by nuclear power 

plants in New Jersey during the year 1976, judging by the one-sided ap-

roach.reflected by the contents of their proposal. Last year, for example, 

24~ of the electricity consumed in the State of New Jersey was produced 

by nuclear power. This production rate reduced oil consumption by more 

than 790,000,000 gallons; saved 38.% or the total residual oil consumed 

during previous years; and saved 1204,800,000, which, otherwise, would 

have been siphoned out of the state's economy. Yet, in spite of t~s pro-

mising achievement, and even though an increase in nuclear power product-

ion capabilities would either double or triple savings, S-1721/S-1494 has 

been proposed which, while purporting to be an act designed to guarantee 

the safety of nuclear power plants on behalf of public health and safety, 

in reality provides for an immediate. -moratorium on nuclear ·power plant con-
, 

struction and, within one year after enactment into law, provides for the 

de-rating of already existing facilities. I consider the thinking behind 

this inexplicable under the circumstances and suggest that it seems to re-

fleet the efforts of a vigorous minority to impose their will upon the 

majority without regard to the costs involved, and, perhaps, for reasons 

not really connected with public health and safety. 

19. In effect, I suggest that the so-called "Nuclear Reassessment Act" im-

poses an immediate moratorium upon the construction of nuclear power facili-

ties in the State of New Jersey for four years unless five conditions are 

met. These five conditions are as follows: 
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1. That the legal owners of nuclear fission power plants can guarantee 

that those suffering personal injury, property damage. or other economic 

loss as a result of the escape or diversion of radioactivity from their 

plants will be fully compensated. 

This condition demands adequate insurance coverage, but does not 
spell out what guideline is to be used to determine what is "adequate" or 
what can be considered "fully compensated". Price-Anderson coverage amounts 
to S560,000,000, which is considered adequate. But, if the Rasmussen Report 
definition of "maximum feasible losses" is to be used as a guideline for 
the determination of adequ . .ate compensation, compliance with this condition 
would be impossible and for the simple reason that insurance coverage in 
the amount of $14-billion would be required, which is an amount no under
writer, or consortium of underwriters, would ever agree to endorse. Be this 
as it may, however, I a~ left with the impression that this condition vas 
inserted into S-1721/S-1494 with the nforethought, on the part of the auth
ors of the Nuclear Reassessment Act, that it would be impossible to meet 
it. If this is so, I suggest that, perhaps, the senatorial authors did not 
take into serious consideration some realities of the Nuclear Age we are 
all living through today. Some of these are as follows: 

A. !n the event of radioactive fallout from nuclear testings or 
nuclear accidents abroad, or anywhere in the United States, should con -
~aminate Atlantic City, for example, what guarantees of compensation are 
there? If none, and there is none, how come no demand for such guarantees 
are Kat made upon the federal government? 

B. In the event of an accident aboard one of our own nuclear -
powered, naval vessels off the coast of Atlantic City, for example, what 
guarantees of compensation are there? Or, let us assume that one of our 
atom bomb-~rying SAC planes should crash somewhere in Atlantic County, 
what guarant;ees of compens~~ 'tion are there? 

to. 
C. In the event our international relationships should erupt into 

a thermonuclear holocaust, or if we should be victimized by a thermo -
nuclear first-strike, for example, what guarantees of compensation are 
there? 

D. In spite of the many hundreds of millions of dollars spent, 
since 1970, to bring pollution under control, and despite all of the crash 
programs implemented to achieve it, the air we breathe, the water we drink, 
and the food we eat can still kill us. How come, then, that the same people 
who are so concerned with public health and safety that they_are demanding 
guarantees of compensation in the eve::'.t they may be harmed in any way by 
imagined radioactive fallout from a nuciear po~er plant accident have re
frained from asking for compensation for human contamination attributable 
to air, water, and food? 
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I therefore cannot help suggesting that, if this condition is to be con
sidered valid and fair, equal demand for compensation should be made upon our 
state and federal governments in the event our health and .well-being should 
be impaired by pollutants generated by any and all sources of contamination. 

2. That nuclear power generation is proven to be the best means of meet-

ing future energx demands. 

I submit that the matter under discussion has r.o bearing whatsoever 
on "best means" or on "meeting future energy demands". It has not been claimed 
at all that nuclear power generation is the "best means of meeting future 
energy demands~, but that, in combination with other readily available sources 
of domestic supply, it could help to bridge the gap between domestic supply and 
demand for the short-term, while helping to provide the kind of economic sta -
bility anc time needed to research and develop other alternatives for the long
term. In short, the energy crisis is today and not awaited tomorrow. So is the 
economic emergency caused by it and which demands action right nov, even if 
calculated risks.must be assumed. 

Because there has been so much ballyhoo about Solar Energy lately as 
the "best means of meeting future energy demands", I believe that, at this point 
in my statement, something about this exotic alternative should be clarified. 
First of all, it cannot be deniedthat solar energy is the wave of the future, 
but it is equally true that it is going to take time before it will be ready 
for widespread commercial use at ·reasonable cost to the consumer. Secondly, it 
must be understood and appreciated that, when we are talking about solar energy 
we are talking about heating, and that,when we are talking about nuclear power, 
we are.talking about electricity. Thirdly, it must be understood and appreciated 
that electricity cannot be generated by solar energr alone. Fourthly, it must 
be understood and appreciated that, last year (1976), only ~of the electricity 
generated by nuclear power in the State of New Jersey was used for heating homes, 
factories, or public buildings. And, last but not least, it must be understood 
and appreciated that nuclear power plants produced lQ% of our nationwide energy 
needs last year (electricity) and that, if more are built, this percentage could 
approximate about 2~. 

3. That evacuation plans in the event of an accident or threatened accident 

are deemed sufficient to protect life and public order. 

I melieve that evacuation plans should not be the sole responsibility 
of the "legal owners of nuclear fission power plants". Such plans should be 
formulated, blueprinted, and implemented when necessary by a consortium of 
local Civil Defense authorities, the utilities involved, local police and fire 
department officials, local hospital and first aid units, nation'.l.J gu·,..d units, 
and, of course, state and federal Civil Defense agencies. But, a~~in, the fol
lowing question begs to be asked: what evacuation plans, if any, have been pre
pared for instantaneous implementation, either by municipal, county, state, or 

_jq-
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federal authorities in the event of a catastrophe attributable to natural or 
other causes than nuclear? And, if there may be such evacuation plans, do they 
also guarantee to protect life and public order? Do they provide for compen -
sation! To the best of my knowledge and belief, there are none and this is 
confirmed by the following item: 

During a recent interview, Dr. Eugene P. Wigner of Princeton University, 
a Nobel Prize winning physicist and one of the fathers of the nuclear reactor, 
had this to say about the state of our national Civil Defense system: 

"We have no definite plans for evacuating our cities in response to a 
Russian evacuation. We have no - what I call - counter-evacuation plans that 
are valid. In the present situation, the population loss the Russian missiles 
could inflict is about 45%. If we had an evacuation plan, or as I call it, a 
counter-plan, this 45% would be reduced to about 1~ at a ridiculously low 
cost - a couple of dollars per person. If we had a good shelter system similar 
to that which the Chinese can afford, the loss would be 5f%, which is quite 
similar to the 4% which we could inflict to the Russians. So that would be 
a real defense." 

Now, then, I submit that one cannot help wondering how the authors of 
S-1721/S-1494 can reconcile thei.r demand for evacuation plans in the event 
of an accident at a nuclear power plant with their failure to demand the same 
from our state and federal governments? 

4. That the safety systems built into nuclear facilities are demonstrated 

to be effective. 

In all fairness to the senatorial authors of this condition, I cannot 
see how it can be met short of building a new plant and then trying to blow 
it up or trying to orchestrate an accident. I wubmit that the only way this 
condition can be met is if the past performance records of existing plants 
are acceptable for determination and which would prove, beyond a shadow of a 
doubt that, despite some accidents that were sensationalized in the press, 
over the radio, and on TV at the time, the built-in series of safety systems 
worked. Moreover, the past performance records should prove that, during more 
than a 20-year period, over 54 nuclear power plants in operation, with over 
1,000 reactor years of experience, have yet to suffer reactor-related casual
ties. In addition, the records should show that, contrary to what may be re~ 
peatedly alleged, it has yet t~be proven that nuclear power facilities are 
hazardous to the state of the human environment or that they contribute to
wards environmental degradation. 
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5. Th~t radioactive wastes from such plants ccu• be safely ti-ax.sported, 

stored, and disposed of. 

This, again, poses a tricky condition. When even trucks transporting 
coffee beans seem to be hijacked with impunity, how can anyone pre-determine 
the fail-safe transportation of radioacti~e wastes? I suggest·, however, that 
would-be hijackers would have to think twice before tackling radioactive 
wastes unless they were properly prepared for and expert in handling it. Per
haps, this may explain why it is that, so far, no hijackings have occurred. 
But, in considering this condition, the following points should be kept in 
mind: 1) - we can rest assured that federal authorities are well aware of 
the absolute need to safeguard the truck-transport of radioactive wastes and 
have, accordingly, intensified security measures while en-route and have, in 
~ddition, saw to it that plant security procedures were improved; 2) - last 
year (1976), to safegu.ard the transportat:ton of radioactive wastes to federal 
repositories, the •. Energy Research and Development Administration built and 
field-tested the world's most secure truck. This tank-like vehicle is terror
ist proof, accident proof, and designed to safely transport uranium, pluto -
nium, and nuclear wastes. 

As to the safe storage and disposal of radioactive.wastes, a great 
deal has been said, argued, and published about this thorny aspect.of the 
nuclear paver plant issue, both pro and con. So much so, in fact, that the 
problem has been blown up way out of sensible proportion, and the debate 
over it accelerated to the point where reason no longer prevails. Because 
of this,' permit me to cover this point with the words of Dr. Petr Beckmann, 
a former fellow of the Czechoslovaiia Academy of Sciences and now connected 
with the University of Colorado: 

"Waste disposal, so often touted as a bogey by the anti-nuclear cru
saders, is in fact one of the prime reasons why nuclear power is very much 
preferable to coal-fired power," Dr. Beckmann wrote, "If all of the US power 
capacity were nuclear, the total amount of wastes per person per year would 
amount to one aspirin tablet, and that can easily be disposed of deep in the 
earth, where it caw~ from in the first place (for Mother Nature keeps 30 -
trillion cancer C.oses of radioactivity in random places under the US). On 
the other hand, tne amount of wastes generated per person per year by coal
fired plants amounts to 320 pounds of ash and other poisons, of which as much 
as lo%-is spewed into the atmosphere, causing thousands of deaths by cancer, 
and by heart, lung, and other diseases. The poisons produced by nuclear 
plants will be with us for centuries; but the poisons produced by fossil -
burning plants will be with us forever •••••• 

"The much used rhetoric about wastes remal.m.ng 'radioactive for 
thousands of year~•, while perfectly true, is quite misleading and largely 
meaningless •••• Within 10 years, more than 99.9% of the original radioactivity 
of the wastes disappears by decay, and the majority of the waste products 
then has a halflife of 30 years. In 1,000 years, the wastes are less radio
active than pitchblende, which contains 6o% uranium •••• 

- ,9I-
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"Apart from a number of highly exotic proposals, which are quite un
necessary, the simplest and evidently most satisfactory is to bury the wastes 
deep underground, where the chance of them ever being reached by ground water 
is minimal. The obvious place are salt formations, partly because th~ salt is 
evidence that no water has ever been there for· at least the last two hundred 
million years, partly becaus• salt formations are self-sealing in the event 
of an earthquake. Is it thinkable to make nuclear waste disposable safer than 
than that? •••••• 

"Yes, it is. British scientists have developed a method of sealing 
wastes into a highly durable glass, making them fireproof, waterproof, and -
earthquake proof for many centuries. A similar method of sealing nuclear wastes 
into glass vas announced at the American Chemical Society's Centennial Con -
terence in New York City in April, 1976." 

Because "the yes it is - no it ain't" dialogue would even find fault 
with Dr. Beckmann's opinion of radioactive waste disposal methodology, I am 
inclined to submit for consideration what the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
hes said about this subject matter. 

According to the NRC, a nuclear power plant produces about a 4-foot 
cube of waste annually, or equivalent to the size of two garbage cans. These 
cubes are then transported to and stored in federal repositories in solidi.; ' 
fied form. 

During the first 10 years of storage, over 9Q% of the radioactivity 
from these cubes is dissipated and, within 300 years, almost all attributable 
radioactivity is gone. 

These hard truths, of course, contradict Reason Number 5 of the fif
teen reasons given by the Friends of the Earth why voters should vote against 
nuclear power plants in the California Referendum and which reads as follows: 

"Nuclear facilities store enormous inventoris of radioactive waste 
materials·. These JBUSt stay infallibly isolated. from living things for geo -
logical- or~ther thealogical- periods up to a hundred·million years or so. 
We have no idea how to guarantee such long-term storage and no idea whether 
it can be done at all. Proposed ways to shorten the required time have proved 
impracticable. Recent researcrr suggests that·even tiny escapes of such ma -
terials as plutonium, neptunium, and americium·may be patient and clever 
enough to reconcentrate themselves greatly in·some biological systems, thus 
defeating their original dilution. What little we know about how these ma
terials behave in the environment is far from.reassuring." 

· ·The majority of the voters in the State of California, who vot~d in 
the California Referendum,· of course, Qpted in favor of utilizing nuclear 
power to produce electricity and in spite of the "scare tactics" used to 
induce them to vote differently. But, regardless, the main point being made 
here, I hope, is that, if radioactive wastes are stored in federal deposi
tories, and not by the utilities involved, it is up to the federal govern
ment to satisfy this condition and not the legal owners of nuclear power 
plants. 

- 1A...-
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20. President Carter is scheduled to reveal his long-awaited, comprehensive 

energy policy on April 20. From all indications, it is not unreasonable to 

assume that the nuclear power aspects of his proposal will reflect the find

ings of the recently released, Ford Foundation-Mitre Corporation study, en

titled: "Nuclear Power Issues and Choices". This study recommends major 

changes in the nuclear policy of the Uni;ed States, including an indefinite 

postponement of plutonium reprocessing and the end of the crash program to 

build a commercial breeder reactor. The panel, in making this negative re

commendation on plutonium and on the nation's major nuclear energy research 

project, stated that it had concluded that THE MOST SERIOUS RISK ASSOCIATED 

WITH NUCLEAR POWER WAS THAT IT WOULD HELP AN INCREASING NUMBER OF NATIONS 

ARM THEMSELVES WITH ATOMIC WEAPONS. If this is the final judgment of the ex

perts involved in this study, it can also be argued that the stated reasons 

for drafting S-1721/S-1494 are no longer applicable and, in fact, are ir -

relevent to the issue. 

21. In a recent letter to Congressman Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), it was reported, 

President Carter wrote that "this Administration generally considers nuclear 

power a low-priority energy source and views the liquid metal fast breeder 

reactor as a potential security risk." However, James R. Schlesinger, who 

is President Carter's new Energy Czar, said on March 25, 1977, that, while 

the Carter Administration was opposed to the development of plutonium fuel 

systems for nuclear power reactors, it would go along with the construction 

of additional conventional uranium-fueled reactors. On the basis of these 

signals, then, it is not unreasonable to predict that President Carter will 

not call for a ban on nuclear power p~ants and will indicate that the gener

ation of electricity by conventional facilities is here to stay. Consequently, 

- ?J-
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if S-1721/S-1494 should ever be passed into law here in the State of New 

Jersey, we will witness the incredible spectacle of our state, which is one 

of the most heavily industrialized and densely populated states in the en

tire United States, going it alone in defiance of federal policy, while 

other states, with less demands for electrical energy, will be busily con

structing new nuclear power plant facilities with the blessing of the fed

eral government. 

22. A final example of how the "Politics of Energy" has aided and abetted 

the confusion existing over the nuclear power plant issue, is how an over

looked reality actually rebutted the findings and recommendations of the 

recent Ford Foundation-Mitre Corporation report mentioned previously. 

According to two officials of the Electric Power Research Institute at 

Palo Alto, California, for more than four years, in the 1960s, a breeder 

nuclear-fuel recycling system, in which the fuel remained so radioactive 

that terrorists could not have stolen it, operated un-noticed in the State 

of Idaho. Moreover, these officials stated, their Experimental Breeder Re

actor II, dissolved spent fuel from nuclear reactors completely! 

2'3. Because of the nature of previous public hearings held in Atlantic City, 

it is not unreasonable to assume that the real, but undeclared, objective 

of S-1721/S-1494 is to block the construction of the floating, Atlantic 

Generating Station off the coast of Atlantic City proposed by the Public 

Service Electric and Gas Company, Jersey Central Power & Light Company, and 

the Atlantic Electric Company, and under the assumption that such a facility 

- CJ'f-
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would adversely effect the rehabilitation of Atlantic City expected through 

legalized, casino gambling. Of course, the examples of Reno and Las 'Vegas, 

Nevada, bears irrefutable witness to the fact that such fears are unjusti-

fied. 

24. In conclusion, I submit that, what ap~ars to me to be an inexplicable 
'· 

incongruity in S-1721/S-1494,and strictly from an environmental point of view, 

is how the senatorial authors of the Nuclear Reassessment Act can reconcile 

their expressed concern for public health and safety with their acceptance 

of casino gambling, which has contaminated more people with moral pollution 
. 

than all of the nuclear power plants in the world combined have ever afflic-

ted with radioactive contamination. 

• 
(iZ:itu~·~ 

Paul Pulitzer 
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The New Jersey Allian~e for Action (AFA) is ~ conglomerate 

of sixty (60) labor, business and professional organizations 

whose main function is to create jobs and restore the economic 

base of the.State of New Jersey. 

The three (3) bills under consideration are of great concern 

to the Alliance. The passage of'any one of them could ultimately 

lead to energy shortages and undobtedly would result in higher 

energy costs. This in turn would have a drastic effect on the 

New Jersey economy which is already suffering from a continuing 

exodus of industry and a high unemployment rate. 

In the case of S-1407, the one stop siting bill, the concept 

is laudable. It truly would be beneficial to the development 

of energy related facilities to see the process of licensing and 

construction expedited. 

In this particular bill, however, there seems to be considerable 

potential for substantial additional delay. 

To streamline the process, a greater focus should be placed 

on trying to environmentally quality and predesignate acceptable 

energy-related sites in advance of cDnstruction. This would then 

lead to fewer ultimate rejections of construction applications and 

could eliminate the need to exhaustively study alternate sites for 

an energy proposal. 

Regarding Senate bills 1721 and 1494, we feel strongly that 

they are measures that are unnecessary in order to adequately pro-

' teet the public health and safety of the citizens of this State. 
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In contrast to many other recent technological developments 

ranging from aerosol cans and pesticides to the SST, nuclear 

power was subjected to extensive safety and environmental evalu

tion before its commercial introduction twenty (20) years ago, and 

is probably already the most carefully scrutinized r~gulated techno

logy in the United States today. 

To add another layer of review by a legislature not really 

prepared to rule on technologically complex issues, like disposal 

of radioactive wast~ and reprocessing of spent fuel, seems unneces

sary. 

Since 2'% of New Jersey output is already provided by nuclear 

power and much more is contemplated by 1990, we are concerned 

about the potential impact of these bills. 

At the very least, it would seem construction of new nuclear 

plants would be delayed. It is possible that existing plants 

could be shut down. This would in turn lead to ultimate electric 

power shortages and higher energy prices. When we consider this 

State already has among the highest electric rates in the nation, 

it seems foolish to embark on a course that undoubtedly will in

crease the cost disadvantage of doing business in this State. 

For these reasons we respectfully urge that both S-1494 and 

S-1721 be withdrawn. 

- rf-
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My name is Frank Visceglia, I am President of the National 

Association of Industrial & Office Parks, and I would like to thank 

the Commission for the opportunity to appear before it not only 

as a New Jersey resident and businessman, but also representing an 

organization that has been and continues to be vitally concerned 

about the development of our Country's energy resources. 

The membership of the National Association of Industrial 

& Office Parks includes the major developers of industrial, commercial, 

and office facilities throughout the United States; as well as 

associate members from related fields such as: banking and 

insurance, utilities, and real estate. The Association's largest 

and most active region is here in the New Jersey area. 

I would now like to express, very briefly, my own and 

the Association's reasons for appearing before this Commission. 

Let me start by saying that we know first-hand the results of 

shortages: the unavailability of natural gas, the recent crisis 

within the petroleum industry, the shortages of steel and wood 

related products, and on and on. These shortages all affect our 
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ability to do business. However, these are basically material or · . 
• 

product shortages; there are others that are equally important. ,· 

There are the shortages in essential services that result from 

excessive delays in obtaining approvals for construction or 

operation of service facilities. This not only applies to 

electric generating facilities but to ;'sewerage treatment plants, 

road con3truction, and so on. 

Of all of the shortages that will have an impact on 

our business, the shortage of electric energy will be th€ most 

severe. I might add, also, that the impact on our development 

business is an impact that is reflected throughout the entire 

economy of the area. We are constructing industrial parks and 

office complexes that are absorbing the expansion of the economy 

and workforce. 

We are also not unaware of the overall economic conditions 

within New Jersey. New Jersey's unemployment rate is over 11% 

continuing to be well above the national average. We are also 

aware that New Jersey has lost over 180,000 manufacturing jobs 

since 1969. It is simply not encouraging to think of what will 

-I Q I -
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happen to ;the people of New Jersey should they be faced with a 

severe shortage of electrical energy. 

It is obvious that there will be a continuing need for 

additional electricity in our society, not only for continued 

economic growth and future jobs, but to help clean up the 

environment as well. Most people do not realize that just about 

everything suggested to help clean up the environment requires 

more electricity: new and improved sewerage treatment systems, 

mass transit, recycling, water purification. In addition, more 

than half of all newly patented pollution control devices run on 

electricity. It is estimated that in the near future about 10 

per cent of all electricity used in the country will be for 

cleaning up pollution or stopping it from happening in the 

first place. 

Since it is essential that more electricity will be 

needed in the future, it becomes a question of which is the 

best way to provide it. Since oil and natural gas are very 

limited and coal has decided adverse environmental impact, it 

would appear that uranium is the logical choice to help meet 
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future energy needs. This would also help to conserve our 

resources of oil and natural gas for other uses. 

We are testifying here today because we are strongly 

opposed to the two nuclear bills under consideration known as S-1494 

and S-1721. We feel that these two bills will have the practical 

effect of ruling out nuclear energy as a viable option in the 

State of New Jersey. They would not only make it practically 

impossible to get future nuclear generating stations on line but 

would also derate existing plants which are presently operational 

to the point where they would no longer be economic to operate. 

It is well known and documented by a number of federal studies 

that a nuclear plant represents less overall risk to the public 

in operation than the operation of a coal plant. 

Perhaps the following facts about nuclear energy in the 

State of New Jersey in 1976 will cause you to realize the implications 

in the above legislation: 

1. Nuclear energy provided 24% of the total electric needs 

in the State of New Jersey in 1976. 
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2. If that mount of energy had to be produced by oil-fired 

plants (such as would be the case if existing nuclear 

plants were derated per S-1494), it would require 790,000,000 

gallons of fuel oil. 

3. In other words, the use of nuclear energy in the State 

of New Jersey actually saved 790,000,000 gallons of oil 

or approximately 38% of the total residual oil used in 

New Jersey last year. 

4. The cost of that replacement oil would be $200,000,000 more 

than the cost of nuclear, and consumers, your constituents 

would foot the bill. 

Operating statistics from the 60 nuclear plants in operation 

nationally in 1976 indicate they had an overall cost advantage of 18% 

over equivalent size coal plants. The cost projection for 1985 

indicates nuclear plants will have a 23% overall cost advantage over 

equivalent size coal plants. 

What this all means is that the only hope the consumer has 

of holding down the cost of future electricity lies with nuclear 

energy generating stations. 

- 1 oJf -
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Legislation such as you proposed will have the opposite 

effect of drastically increasing the cost of electricity to consumers 

who are your constituents. The passage of these bills will 

guarantee the penalization of your constituen~s to the tune 

of millions of dollars a year. Consequently, the National Association 

of Industrial and Office Parks is on record as being opposed to the 

anti-nuclear bills known as s-1494 and S-1721. They are extremely 

detrimental to the best interst of the State of New Jersey and to its 

energy consumers. Consequently, we urge that these bills should not 

be released from Committee. 

Thank You. 
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Washington, D.C. 20005 

The National Alliance of Senior Citizens is pleased to send to the State of 
New Jersey the results of the 1976 National Senior Conference on Energy as 
they pertained to the subject of Nuclear Energy. 

This policy position paper is the product of many hours of deliberation 
among senior persons at the Conference and in assessing the testimony 
presented there. 

Not only was the National Alliance of Senior Citizens a participant in this 
event, it also included representatives from environmental groups, business 
and the public sector. 

The Conference was held in North Wildwood, New Jersey on May 16-18, 1976 
as the Older Americans Month Bicentennial event of the National Alliance 
of Senior Citizens. The topic of energy was selected due to its terrible 
impact upon the nation and particularly on the elderly when in short supply. 

While there were participants from nearly every state, the overwhelming 
majority of the more than 400 persons attending the event were from New 
Jersey. We are therefore proud to be present to present the work achieved 
from that most productive meeting. 

It is our hope that each person with a decision to make of such importance 
as the future of nuclear energy in the State of New Jersey will take the 
time to review this statement with the critical inspection required for 
such a momentous determination. 

The seniors in our society have too long been denied their rightful place 
in our society as those whose sage advice, earned from years of experience, 
would be followed, or at the very least, heard. 

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to present this viewpoint. 
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Nuclear Energy ••• America's Most Promising Energy Future. 

The Select Panel on Nuclear Energy of the 1976 National Invitational Senior 

Conference on Energy was characterized by widespread contributions from senior 

citizens and from participating organizations representing government, environ

mental' business and public interests. 

Also adding significantly to the nuclear energy discussions were the addresses 

by two prominent Members of the United States House of Representatives, Hon. James 

R. Mann, (D, SC) and William M. Ketchum, (R, CA). 

Throughout the hearing, there was consensus that nuclear energy must play a 

major role in our future production of electricity. The rapid rise in price and 

diminution of supplies of petroleum, the shortages of natural gas and the serious 

environmental drawbacks from total dependence on coal leave nuclear as the primary 

alternative source for the future. 

Among these vital questions explored in the nuclear energy panel were safety, 

waste disposition, regulation, fuel supplies and plant location. 

Within the safety discussion, the excellent record of the industry was not 

questioned. Considerable interest was voiced as to future probabilities with 

projections ranging from "infinitessimal" to"probable" in the case of a major 

accident. Responsible voices from all points on the opinion spectrum were raised, 

but consensus was definitely that the record is reflective of industry concern 

and dedication to safety as well as regulation by the agencies of government. 

Such an attitude will assure maximum safe performance in the coming nuclear generation. 

It is important to note several safety considerations which were expressed, and 

must be understood for public acceptance of the realities of nuclear power as well 

as the need for it. No less an nuclear expert than Dr. Edward Teller contends the 

obvious that there is no such creation as a fool-proof system, thus 

requiring never ending efforts to add new levels of "infallibility" 
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to the present "perfect" system. 

This means we must move with deliberate speed to produce nuclear energy with 

a complementary drive toward commensurate safety means. 

Two witnesses offered excellent analogies of the nuclear safety debate which 

often includes an offhand and absurd reference to the nuclear weapon, which, of 

course has absolutely nothing to do with peaceful atomic use development. The 

first stated, "I wonder what would have happened to electricity if the electric 

chair had preceeded the socially accepted uses?" The second was sounded many 

times as various individuals suggested the current automobile fatality and casualty 

figures while wondering if people would now accept a retum to horse and buggy 

transportation? 

The constant regulatory vigil by government of the nuclear industry is 

tmequaled in our history, and for obvious reasons, this brand of regulatory action 

must continue as a highest priority charge of government. Industry does not balk 

at monitoring, the business-to-regulator cooperation having most successful and 

mutually rewarding by the lack of harmful accidents. 

Waste disposition was shown to be a question which has been effectively 

resolved by the salt deposit storage program. A true source of valid concem, 

the worrisome waste problem has been a highly visible drawback to massive nuclear 

deve 1 opmen t • 

The current stock of nuclear waste would fill only a small room, and is not 

growing rapidly even though more and more nuclear plants are being completed 

each year. (There are currently 58 in operation, 69 under various stages of 

construction, 90 on order and 11 solid prospective orders for a total of 228 plants 

in the United States with only 450 total worldwide.) 

The waste disposition process glassified radioactive wastes to an inert state, 

encases the product in welded, stainless steel cannisters and buries them 

geologically stable salt formations more than 1,9<>0 feet tmderground. 

These salt deposits haye been stable fof 200 ~Ilion rears, and will 
- l 0~-
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be stable for 200 million years more leaving the opportunity for radioactive re

introduction into the above ground environment near zero. Even with the worst 

possible circum5tances, the level would not exceed naturally occurring radiation 

in our environment. 

The single major concern over full nuclear implementation is the availability 

of adequate fuel sources to sustain as many nuclear plants as the future requires. 

There are no problems for the current operational plants and those either under 

construction or planned, (228 total), but assurances are needed to guarantee the 

effectiveness of the new breeder generation reactors in bright as they are suc

cessfully operating in France and the Soviet Union as well as in one plant in 

the United States. Breeder technology must be fully developed for resupply to 

other nuclear plants. 

The relative cost to the consumer of nuclear generated energy has been much 

less than fossil fuel energy, and should continue to be much more cost effective 

into the foreseeable future due to the huge increases in the price of crude oil. 

The future years will doubtlessly bring a dwindling of nuclear fuel supplies 

as uranium, and therefore, an increase in the price of imported uranium may be 

expected to raise the price of nuclear generated energy, but would likely not 

exceed the cost of oil fired plants due to continued oil price rises and the vol

ume of fuel consumed in the oil plants. 

Energy self-sufficiency requires nuclear as the primary alternative source 

to fossil fuels. Energy prices in America have long been under-inflated as 

a direct result of our great resource abundance, but cheap energy days are truly 

gone forever, and we must now secure long range reliability, rejecting "easy" 

short-term solutions, which will only further impair our position when the hard 

realities are finally addressed. 

A concerted nuclear developmental program requires the exploration of a 

number of defferent configurations to provide environmentally som1d 

plants consonant with the varying preferences of.each impacted community. 

-ltq, 
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In our host state, New Jersey, the identified need for new nuclear siting has been 

accomplished by the careful planning and locating of a floating plant in the off

shore area of the Atlantic Ocean. This design offers many advantages for under

sea life over the present lack of fish habitat in the area by creating an artifi

cial barrier reef in which this life will flourish. 

In keeping with the tone of the conference stressing conservation, supply and 

environmental protection, the conference strongly supports locating major thermal 

energy consuming industries in close proximity to nuclear plants. By forming a 

symbiotic relationship, the needs of both are served. 

The wasted thermal energy from the nuclear plant would become the thermal 

energy consumed by industries requiring high temperatures for product manufacture. 

This integrated developmental pattern resolves the thermal problem for the envir

onment, and conserves the additional energy otherwise required to produce the 

high heats for the industrial use. 

A false issue has provided an unhappy lack of such cooperative endeavors, 

and must be put into its proper perspective. The issue is radiation from nuclear 

plants, and it is false because by regulation, these plants emit virtually no 

radiation, the actual amount being less than l/12th of that of the earth itself, 

and far less than most other naturally occuring radiations. Workers in neighboring 

plants would experience only normal exposure just as they would from naturally 

induced radiation. 

Both Congressman Mann and Congressman Ketchum called for continued development 

of nuclear energy. They joined in cautioning the Conference of the dangers to 

our nation from succumbing to the scare tactics of those who irresponsibly call 

for a halt to nuclear development. 

Responsible environmental and consumer voices were raised in favor of assuring 

safety and population protection and were persuasive in their calls for 

eternal vigilance to potential dangers. _,,,. 
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With these sage voices advocating their very real need for close monitoring 

and intense safety cautions. there was a full realization that America must 

continue to develop her nuclear potential to provide future generations with 

energy supplies and make a smooth transition from fossil to alternative energy 

sources. 

The conference rejected any moratorium imposition for it would cause a grave 

delay in our progressive drive toward less dependence on world political conditions 

and greater reliability in our domestic production of safe, clean and more 

economical energy. 

We must preserve our petroleum and gas resources for other uses, and for the 

coming generations to the greatest extent possible, and nuclear development offers 

us the ·most feasible and least environmentally damaging direction for this 

lasting detexmdnation. 

Nuclear Energy is our great hope for the future of our nation as a world leader. 

- ,,-y-
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CONCERNING: 

S-1407 - State Energy Facility Agency Act 

S-1494 - Nuclear Reassessment Act 

S-1721 - Supplement to S-1407 

I am Richard M. Wilson, Senior Vice President of tne Atlantic City 

Electric Company, which provides electric service to a million people in our 

2,700 square-mile service area here in Southern New Jersey. 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on Bills S-1407, S-1494 and 

S-1721. For not only will these bills, as proposed, have a significant impact 

on our ability to provide adequate electric service; they will also have an 

impact on the cost of that service, which must ultimately be borne by the 

consumer.And these consumers tell us every day that electricity is expensive 

enough. 

First, I would like to comment on S-1407, the bill providing for 

an energy facility siting agency. My remarks here are limited to our evaluation 

of the bill's impact on the electric utility industry. We will not attempt to 

evaluate the bill's impact on other energy or energy related facilities, as we 

do not feel fully qualified to do so. 



We at Atlantic Electric are fully aware of the frustrating, time

consuming and costly delays now involved in siting electric energy facilities, 

and we have had considerable exasperating experience in this area. We also 

appreciate the bill's sponsors' recognition of these problems and their desire 

to produce a solution. 

As we understand it, the purpose of S-1407 is to establish what is 

commonly referred to as a "one stop siting agency." We would be delighted with 

a one stop siting agency, if indeed such an agency could be clearly established. 

However, we have serious reservations that this bill, as prop~sed, would produce 

the desired goal. Instead, it could very well result in simply establishing yet 

another step for siting approval, and merely add more frustration and delay. This 

appears to be the experience in some other states that have similar siting laws. 

With this bill as proposed, there will .undoubtedly be conflict with the 

requirements of the various Federal agencies, such as the NRC, EPA, FEA, Corps of 

Engineers, and whatever other agencies may be established in Washington. 

Further, any power plant will require a water supply, and much of the 

water supply in New Jersey is under the jurisdiction of the Delaware River Basin 

Commission. Here is another area of conflict. 

In addition, there appears to us to be conflict within the bill itself. 

One section of the bill states that the judgment of the Facility Agency shall be 

conclusive on all questions. Yet another section appears to preserve the provisions 

of the Wetlands Act and the Coastal Area Review Act, and the authority of the agency 

that enforces those provisions. 

The bill requires the submission of plans for electric energy facilities, 

including demand forecasts and detailed studies justifying the need for such facilities 

to the Facility Agency.· The agency, after public hearings, can approve or reject 
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such plans. We consider this to be a usurping of the powers of the Board of 

Public Utility Commissioners. The statutory responsibility for assuring safe 

and adequate electric service is still left with that Commission. 

We contend that the Public Utility Commission is the most qualified 

agency to make determinations as to the need of electric energy facilities in 

New Jersey, and such authority should reside in that Commission. The Public 

Utility Commission is staffed and equipped to do this and, in fact, is conducting 
l 

extensive and exhaustive investigations in this area right now. 

Investigations into the need for electric energy facilities by yet 

another agency is a costly and redundant duplication of effo~t which will only 

add more frustration, confusion, and excessive cost. This cost, I repeat, must 

ultimately be borne by the consumer. 

In consideration of the limited time available, I have commented on 

only a few of the provisions of this bill which ~e find unworkable or unnecessary. 

As I mentioned earlier, we would welcome a workable siting bill that 

would provide a solution to energy facility siting problems. But in our judgment, 

S-1407 is not a workable bill. It will not produce a solution. Instead, it bas 

abundant potential for creating further problems. 

We do not ·recommend this bill. 

I would now like to comment on S-1494 and S-1721 together, for they 

are similar, and the consequences of enacting either of them will produce similarly 

drastic results. 

At the outset, I must state unequivocally that Atlantic Electric 

recommends against the passage of these bills. 

Indeed, we respectfully suggest that these bills be labeled "The New 

Jersey Power Shortage and Unemployment Enhancement Act". 



I do not intend to be facetious by this remark. We are seriously 

concerned that the bills' sponsors have not adequately considered the real 

consequences should these bills become law. 

Now we understand, of course, that these bills are proposed in 

response to the concern about nuclear power plant safety among certain members 

of the public. To a rather large degree, this has become an emotional issue, 

and emotional issues are difficult to deal with. But in the real world, we 

need to look beyond emotions and examine the facts. 

The facts are that the Federal Government has established the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission and charged it with the responsibility for nuclear safety. 

In meeting this responsibility, the NRC conducts the most intensive, the most 

exhaustive and, in our opinion, the most effective investigations into safety. 

These safety investigations are more intensive, more exhaustive, and more effective 

than any investigations conducted by any agency ~n any other facility or project. 

The effectiveness of the NRC's activity is evidenced by the record. 

I believe it has already been mentioned here that in the United States, we have 

have over 220 reactor years of operation without any adverse effect on the public. 

The bills appear to show that the State desires a voice in determination 

of nuclear power plant safety in New Jersey. But the State already has a voice 

in the exhaustive NRC proceedings. Among other things, State agencies such as 

the Department of Environmental Protection and the Department of Law and Public 

Safety receive environmental impact statements from the NRC for their review and 

comment. Also1 State agencies and public groups can, and usually do, participate 

in the NRC hearings. 

S-1494 proposes yet another safety evaluation, this time by the State of 

New Jersey. This would be another time-consuming, redundant duplication of effort. 

And if it is to be done· properly, it will be extremely costly. The State of California 

has recently enacted similar legislation. I suggest you contact them and learn first 

hand of the problems they are encountering. 
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These bills essentially mandate a moratorium on nuclear power in 

the State of New Jer~ey. S-1494 imposes a moratorium which would be lifted 

after four years if a finding is made that five conditions are met. 

The condition requiring a full-scai~ demonstration of the emergency 

core cooling system,isl if not impossible, certainly not feasible for a variety 

of good reasons. 

One of the conditions is full insurance liability. Here we have a 

conflict with Federal law. I will not attempt to argue the subject of Federal 

preemption now. It is both a matter of fact and a matter of law, and if it is to 

be argued (as it surely will), that argument will take place in another forum. 

Therefore, one year after the enactment of this bill, we will have a 

40% reduction in Atlantic Electric's existing nuclear capacity in New Jersey, and 

~ 10% reduction each year thereafter. The bill demands this if the insurance 

condition is not met by then. We would also have similar capacity reductions in 

80 megawatts of nuclear capacity scheduled for service in 1979. Furthermore, the 

construction of units scheduled for service in 1984 and 1986 would cease. 

In 1975, 16% of our electric energy requirements were supplied by nuclear 

power from the State of Pennsylvania. This year an additional 10% would be supplied 

from New Jersey at the Salem Station. Our plans call for providing 41% of our energy 

requirements from nuclear sources by 1986. We are convinced that of the available 

viable options for the generation of electric energy, nuclear power is not only the 

most economical but also the best choice with respect to health and safety. A 

moratorium could eliminate all except that which flows from Pennsylvania . 

Not only would there be a moratorium on our plans for future capacity 

additions, there would also be a reduction in our existing capaci'ty. Yet, we 

are faced with a requirement to serve additional loads. We could try to turn to 

alternate sources to supply these needs. But given Federal restrictions on oil 



burning, and proposed limitations on the use of combustion turbines, we have very 

little confidence in our ability to provide the required replacement capacity from 

those sources within the time frame involved. 

It follows, then, that if you pass these bills, you may have indeed 

legislated a power shortage in New Jersey. 

Inasmuch as these hearings are being held here in Atlantic City, I 

think it is appropriate for me to comment on the possible impact of a nuclear 

moratorium in Atlantic City. 

The recent passage of the casino gambling referendum gave us all great 

hope and optimism for the future of Atlantic City. We at Atlantic Electric share 

in that hope and optimism, and I know these feelings are shared by one or more of 

the sponsors of these bills. In fact, one of them played a key role in generating 

our high hopes, and is active in pursuing them. 

The hope and optimism is not based on casino gambling alone, but rather 

on the establishment of new hotels, restaurants, and other facilities. We look 

forward to restoring the greatness of our City and the realization of its full 

potential. 

But the new hotels, the new restaurants, and the new facilities - the 

very future of Atlantic City - will require additional amounts of electric power. 

We at Atlantic City Electric Company are prepared to provide that power. However, 

if there is to be a moratorium on nuclear facilities and if we are forced to turn 

to other sources, although we will do our very best, I can give no assurance that 

we will be able to provide that additional electric power when required to meet 

Atlantic City's needs. Our feelings of hope and optimism may be changed to ones 

of anxiety and pessimism. 

I suggested earlier that these bills be labeled "The New Jersey Power 

Shortage and Unemployment Enhancement Act." If we are unable to meet power 

requirements because of a nuclear moratorium,thc people of Atlantic City may 
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well lable these bills the "Anti-Casino Gambling Act." 

Our thanks to the Committee for the opportunity to appear here today. 

We can fully understand that the Committee has a sincere desire for assurance 

with respect to the health and safety aspect~'of the electric energy options 

available to us. We also believe that the Committee is equally concerned about 

a continued adequate supply of electric energy for the economic health and 

welfare of the citizens of this State. We do not believe these two issues are 

resolved by the imposition of a moratorium. 

- I 'i-
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LEADERSHIP Foundation is a nonprofit - taxexempt organization. 
It has no affiliation with any political party or group. It has 
no axe to grind. Vle are partisan only to the truth. Our members 
can be "tagged" only as women who will be recognized as knowing 
what is going on in this Country of ours and particularly in our 
great State of New Jersey~ 

LEADBRSHIPtS main objective is to get American women to join 
together in a campaign for truth and good Government. Our strength 
is in union and awareness. This awareness is gained through know
ledge and information supplied in our publications, communications 
and our Information, Research, Reference and Book Division Centers. 
Our pledge is to work toward the elimination of mis-information; 
and to ferret out the little-known facts which sometimes are issues 
of great importance to us all. 

The ENERGY ISSUE with its far reaching complications, its frustra
tions, and what appears to be the unnecessary meddling in its 
progress from Organizations and peoples with only their own interrests 
in mind, is such an Issue as we speak OF NOW. 

Responsible Organizations all recognize the severity of the Energy 
Shortages we now face in every area of our Country, and we are 
threatened with greater shortages this coming winter, to say nothing 
of the laying off of thousands of workers and the subsequent depri
vation to their Families. 

LEADERSHIP Foundation feels this is no time to bicker over inconse
quential problems - and is therefore bitterly opposed to the two 
Bills now before the Legislature in Trenton, namely S-1494 and S-1721 
because they severely inhibit the development of Nuclear Electric 
Generating Facilities in the State of New Jersey. 
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We need to develope all Energy Sources, Coal, Oil, Natural Gas, 
Nuclear, and Solar - in order to survive in these next 25 years. 
It would therefor seem not only unwise, but actually stupid and 
extremely short sighted to harness the developement of any of 
these Sources - assuming that each and every one of them is 
developed with the proper safety precautions. Leadership Foundation 
has already taken a stand in favor of Nuclear Energy, since the 
State of New Jersey is so· densely populated and heavily industriaJ
ized, it is extremely difficult to meet the Clean Air Act Amend
ments of 1970. It is only the nuclear alternative that can provide 
the future electricity needed without befouling New Jersey's 
already substandard air quality. 
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